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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Med.ical science baa always helped alleviate the af't'lic• 
tiona o£ the humaa body, but until recently ita therapy baa 
developed without much assistance from the behavioral sciences. 
The concern o£ this thesis, stated very broadly, is with the 
modern-day conjunction between sociology and medicine. The 
researcher will deal with the .. naer in which this combination 
leads not only to concepts of' health and sickness expressed in 
aocio-biolosical terms, but also, in ita broadest application, 
results ill theoretical possibilities of' tranacu1tural variatioaa 
in these same socio-biological mAnif'eatatioaa. 
OD the psychological level, aay given individual is 
constantly exposed to dynamics o£ every-day life which entail 
adjustment and readjustment--a maintenance o£ homeostasis in the 
process o£ social interaction. Similarly, the physiological 
elements o£ any individual must maiatain an organic equilibriwa 
under conditio•• o£ stress. Should the individual be unable to 
deal with these coaatant multiple stresses, so that homeostatic 
maiateaance is threatened, he suffers from an organic disorder 
wh 
2 
Thus, social co•ponents of sickness cannot be separated 
from the biological and chemical factora. Aa oae author puta it 
The peraoa is viewed as a focus in a field of' social 
interaction which profoundly affecta his attitudes, 
f'eeliasa, ideas, and bodily procesaea. His migraines, 
hia ulcers, his sexual deviation, his hypertension• 
axid heart ail•eats, even hia iajuriea in accident 
i . .J.volve•enta have social and e!Dotional factors isa 
tbe.ir etiolou, treatment, aad preYentiona .1 
Medical sociology, therefore, the study of the social 
components of' illaeaa, aay be said to participate tully in the 
alleviatioa of' physical ill•• 
Ia spite of' advances ia te~hnique and accessibility o£ 
modern medicine, certain sec-eats of the average community do 
not participate fully in ita benetita. These proble•• will not 
be oYercome as long as there exists ignorance or indifference on 
the part of' the iadiYiduala iaYolved. However, the results of 
aociolosical research can, aevertbelesa, so far in eliminating 
certain of' these problema. 
This thesis is an attempt to explore and compare ia the 
empirical manaer ao•e implication• of attitudes of' particular 
ethnic groups--the aecoad generation Japanese-Americana and the 
second generation Mexican-Americans in the Chicaao area--toward 
aediciae. 
The empirical questions at issue in this theaia are: 
1 A. R. Manau•• "Medical Sociolo&Y: A Study of the So~ · 
Components of Illness and Health," Sgciolocx and Social Research 
XXXIX (January, 1955), 158-64. 
1. Do Japanaae-Amerieans and M•xican-Americans react 
differently £roa each other to paia experieacea caused by 
diaeaae and injury? 
2. Do Japaaeae-Americaas and Mexican-Americana react 
dit"ferently from each other to advances in lllGdera medicine? 
Review o£ Related Litereture 
Ia the area ot the study of the social components of 
illneaa, aoae of the moat important new iaaights have been pro-
vided by &artly Jaco and Dorrian Apple. 
Ia Jaco•s Pa$ieat•• Phxaicieas aad Illaeaa1 the topic• 
range from aocial epidemiology to the social orgaaization of the 
hospital, aad includea: (l) the atudy of cultural and social 
factor• in ill•••• aad mortality, (2) aome aapecta of h~alth 
projects ia various commuaities, (3) differences ia certaia 
aspects of medical care in terma of cultural differences, (4) 
the emotional and attitudiaal pha••• of the patient, (5) the 
importaace and iaf'lueace of med:lcal education oa the socializa-
tioa and profesaionalization o£ medical atudenta, (6) the role 
of the physician, his apecialization, and his projected image, 
and, (7) the aocial organization of the medical aetting, along 
with the celllll'luaication and function of the hospital therapiuta 
in the socio-medical eavironment. 
lGartly Jaeo (ed.), Patieata. Pbxaieiana and lllneas: 
Behavioural Science and Medi.cine t (New York a The Pre• Pr•••, 1958). 
The aecond above-mentioned author's text, Apple'• Socio-
logical Studies of Hetlth and Sicknesa, 1 conaists of articles on 
the social-cultural perspectives of medicine, the social machin-
ery of medical organization, the cultural components o£ pain 
response, etiological patterns, psychological aspects of' hospi-
tal workers, aad the relationship between health care and aocio-
economic atatua. Additioaal areaa iaclude the influence of f'olk 
culture of medicine, aocial~cultural perspectives of medicine 
involving the value syatems of f'amiliea, attitudinal diff'erences 
toward mental aickneas (in terma of aocial-claas difference•)• 
and cultural differences regardins ratea of alcoholiam. 
In both tbeae texts, then, study is not limited merely 
to problema ot: Western culture, but expands to areas which might 
be placed under the juriadiction of' modern comparative anthropo-
logy. This is, as haa been already noted, one of the general 
interests of this thesia. 
Several sociologist• have discussed this role of beha-
vioral sciences in medicine in substantive studies. The rela-
tionship between social sciences and medicine is described in an 
2 
entire issue of Journel of Social Issue! (1952). Mansua baa 
1 Dorrian Apple (ed.), Sociolo«ical Studies of Health and 
Sickness, tlew York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 19601 
2
"Socio-Cultural Approaches to Medical Care," Jourp!l 
of Social Issue, VIII (October, 1952), entire issue. 
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written about the importance of social factors in illness in an 
article. 1 Parsons and Leader also contributed to the under-
standing of the concept of "health and illness" and the ill 
person. 
or pri•ary importance is the necessity of understanding 
the terms "health and illness" in order to comprehend the pub-
lie's general attitude towards the realm of medicine. From an 
operational point of view, Paraona notea that "health is the 
state of optimum capacity of an individual for the effective per· 
formance of the roles and taaka tor which he haa been socialized 
and illness is the state of imputed generalized disturbances of 
the capacity £or normally expected taaka in role per:f'ormance."2 
He goes on to illustrate the specific features of the sick 
person•• role aa (~) an incapacity in effecting the results of 
his decision-making, (2) an incapacity which is accepted as a 
legitimate basis £or exe~ption trom the normal role, and (3) an 
obligation to set well and seek competent help and to cooperate 
with it. 
Leader explains that the sick person initially exhibits 
egocentricity, constriction o£ interests, emotional dependency, 
and tendency towards hypochondriasis, while during the convales-
cence stage the invalid acts much like the adolescent who yearns 
1Hangus, Of• cit. 
2Talcott Parsons, "De£initioa of Health and Illness in 
the l..ight of American Values and 3ocial Structure," Jaeo, 
OD• cit •• PP• 165•87. 
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cor adult lite but lacks selt•asaurance. The author atatea that 
"the convalescent phase ot illness terminates with the parallel 
recovery Cro• physical liaitations and psychological 
1 
regression." 
Another study in this area ia that ot David Mechanic. 2 
He is interested in the sicniticance of an individual'• predia-
position towards medical diagnosis and treatment' those who •oat 
often make use ot medical facilities are likely to adopt the 
role ot the invalid. 
Along with these substantive atudiea, a number of 
methodological atudiea baaed upon eapirical research have been 
done in the area of social and cultural variations which bear 
upon medicine. The preaent study is conducted on the basis ot 
empirical research. 
Cultural Perspectives 
Medicine baa values and rituals of ita own which are, in 
areas of care treatment, often influenced by cultural factors. 
In understanding the connection between culture and social in-
atitution--medicine, therefore, it ia isportant to exa•ine the 
1 Henry Leader• "Hos the Sick View Their World," Social 
Interaction and Patient Care, James K. Skipper and Robert c. 
Leonard (eda.), (Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott Company, 1965), 
PP• 155-67. 
2David Mechanic, "Stress, Illness Behaviour, and the 
Sick Role,H American Soci0loaical Review, XXVI (February, 1961), 
pp. 51-8. 
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con.flicts which may arise between priaaitive and modern medicine. 
One study in this area, by Si .. ons,1 indicates that there 
coexist both magical and empirical cures, each per.forming 
equivalent .functions. In a primitive coaMunity there are some 
"sicknesses" which can only be cured by non-empirical medicine. 
Similarly, Gould's study2 indicates, ia an Indian village, ".folk 
medicine" exists aide by aide with'11cientif'ic •edicine." The 
.former, augseats the author, acta as a panacea against the 
chronic non-incapacitatin& dysfunctions which regularly have 
plagued the villagers. These two studies indicate that there 
coexist "f'olk •edicine" and "scientif'ic •edicine" in a rural 
area that ia a community o.f another country. 
In addition, cultural studies on di.f.ferent ethnic 
groups, although the nu.ber o.f studies are f'ew, in di.f.ferent 
areas o.f this country are investigated by sociologists. 
In a study o.f Spanish-speaking villagers in New Mexico 
and Colorado, Shulman f'ound that "among the Spanish-Americans, 
unless pain or other dys.functioniag .factors of' life's activities 
were present, sickness was not recognized."' Those villacers 
1
ozzie Simmons, "Popular and Modern Medicine in Mestizo 
Communities o.f Coastal Peru and Chile," Apple, op, cit., 
PP• 69-87. 
2Herald A. Gould, "The IMplications o£ Technological 
Chance .for Polk and Scienti.fic Medicine," Jaco, op, cit., 
PP• 197-213. 
3Sam Schulman, '•The Concept of Health Among Spanish-
Speaking Villagers o.f New Mexico and Colorado, •• Jour!l!l o.f HealU1 
and Hwaan Behaviour, IV (Winter, 1963), PP• 226·3'· 
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have no understanding of the nature of aickneas and health, and 
adopt a fatalistic attitude towards bodily well-being.. Similar• 
ly, according to the work of Lyle Saunders, 1 the Mexican-
~ericana of the South-West manifest a aimplitied attitude 
towards pain and health, but be traces tour different sources 
determining their knowledge of medicine; (1) folk medicine, 
orisinating in Spaniab tradition•, (2) Ataerican Indian folk 
medicine, (3) A.nslo-f'olk •edicine, and (It) acientif'ic medicine. 
Unfortunately, however, the last-mentioned is of little impor-
tance, due to the acarcity of medical personnel, the coat of' 
medical service, and the cultural-linguiatic barriers which 
inhibit the spread ot knowledge about such matters. In addition, 
relatives do not wiab to be separated cr .. the patient; folk-
medicine treats certain ailment• unknown to doctors; and above 
all, Anslo-scientific medicine does not provide enough s a tiaf'ac-
tion for the expectation• of' the ceneral populace. In this 
thesis, of' course, one of' the priaary objects of a~dy ia the 
group of Mexican-Americans dwelling in Chicago, having a dif'fer-
ent aocio-cultural enviroa.ent from the above-aentioned peoples. 
Graha• contributed to the wt.deratanding of' the ethnic 
factors in health and illness by hia survey or Medical Research 
nd Medical Ca e: 
he South-West New 
9 
on Ethnic Factors in Health Status.1 The author's report on 
-
prevalence ot various health conditions includes color blindness, 
pneumonia, tuberculosis, cancer ot the reproductive and gastro-
intestinal organs, pernicious anemia, goitre, leprosy, and 
mental disorder. Lower rates ot the above-mentioned diseases, 
particularly coaaunir.able diseases, and mental disorder, are 
found among the native born whites ot native born parents than 
among other ethnic groups. He points out that the Irish have 
high rates of communicable disease and mental disturbances. The 
low rate ot cancer ot the reproductive organs ataong Jews and 
also the low rate ot gastro•cancer among Italians are indicated 
as provocative findings. As to the relationship between the 
etiology and cultural factors, the same author state• that "it 
would seem plausible that because ot differences in folkways, 
which could pre.;ispose t~ protect against or welcome health 
disorders ot various sorts, the several ethnic groups could vary 
in prevalence ot each. Furthermore, 'marginal •en• in this 
country, recently exposed to a new culture, or the product ot 
cross-ethnic marriages, possibly could experience tensions which 
would lower their tolerance to several diseases."2 The above 
study directs the attention to cultural factors in the r•alm ot 
1
saxon Graham, .Ntdical Rese«rch on Ethnic Pacttrs in 
Heelth Status, A paper given at the meetings ot The Eastern 
Sociological Society, New York City, April 3, 1955 1 PP• 1-12. 
2 Xbid. 
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health and medicine which is also one o£ the main concerns o£ 
the present thesis. However, whereas the former deals with the 
relationship between the etiology and cultural f'actors, the 
latter is concerned with the relationship between the attitudes 
towards medicine and cultural factors. 
Response Toward Pain 
Socio-cultural factors influence not only attitudes 
towards medical care, treatment, and personnel, but also have an 
ef'fect on pain experience. For example, Mark Zborowski's1 study 
on differences in response to pain experience show that culture 
signif'icantly e:f'f'ect.s various responses. Selecting the sample 
for study from Jewish, Italian, Irish, and "Old American," he 
f'ound that the f'irst :two ethnic groups, due to certain effects 
of' the f'amily environment, were more likely to be e&~otional 
about pain than were the latter two. However, Italians express 
emotion mostly with reaard to the effects of' the pain experience 
upon the immediate situation, while Jews express emotion in 
terms of' worries and anxieties with regard to the source of' the 
pain. One of' the problems of the present study, which is the 
area of pain experience, is basically drawn f'rom Zborowski's 
study. Althouah he studied the role o£ cultural patterns in 
attitudes toward pain experience, as this study does, he did an 
1Mark Zborowski, "Cultural Components oC Responses to 
Pain," Jaco, op. cit., PP• 256-68. 
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observation on four different netiona.lity stocks of the same rae• 
in the hosvitMl setting. This thesis, however, uses two 
·' 
racially and culturally different groups in the manner of socio-
logical study outside ot' the hospital settin,. 
Also within this field of interest is the social-psycho-
logical study by Lambert, Libman, and Poser1 on the relationship 
of pain experience to rel~gion. Here, Jewish and Protestant 
students were treated, in order to determine their pain toler-
ance thresholds. When both groups were told that they, as 
groups showed an intolerance o f pain, and then were tested again 
the Jewish group showed a significant increase :l.n their pain 
threshold. In another experiment, both groups were told that 
their own religious group had (1} more, and (2) less tolerance 
to pain than the other religious group. Both Jewish and Protes-
tanta who were told that they could tolerate ~ pain than the 
others subsequently increased their pain threshold• Of those 
who were told that they could tolerate more pain than others, 
the Protestant students increased subsequently their tolerance 
0r pain, but the Jewish students showed no sipificant further 
change. On the whole, there wa.s no reliable difference between 
the two groups, except that the Jewish students seemed to show a 
1 Wallace E. Lambert, Eva Li~an, and Ernest G. Poaer, 
"The Ef'f'ect of Increased Salience of' a i"'iernbership Group on Pain 
Tolerance," Current Studies in Social Psycholo~, Ivan Steiner 
and Martin Fishbein (eds.), (New York& Holt, Rinehart and 
Winston, Inc., 1965), PP• 273-43. 
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general lower tolerance o£ pain experience. Their study was 
experimental, and aubjecta were chosen based upon Teliaious di£-
ferences. However, in this thesis, as already mentioned, the 
interview technique is employed, and subjects are not chosen in 
terms of reliaious differences, but rather on the basis of 
ethnic differences. 
Social Perspectives 
The following studies are important in formulating quea-
tiona of the structured interview schedule of the present study 
specifically related to ideas and attitudes toward modern 
medicine and •edicine in general. 
Several studies have shown a relationship between social 
class and attitude towards illness and medical care. In Illness 
in Recionvills1 Koos examines the relationship between social 
class diff'erencea and aenai ti vi ty towards syrapto11u1, and con-
eludes that those of the "upper classee," havin& had more 
exposure to infor-ation about illness than individuals in the 
•• lower classes," are likely to give at.ore attention to pain. In 
another study, the author of Metropolis--What City People Think 
of their Medical StrYrees2 shows that the •etropolitan 
1 Earl K.ooa, "Illness in Regionville," Apple, op, cit., 
PP• 9-14, 
2&arl Koos, "Metropolis--What City People Think of their 
Medical Services," American Journal of Public Health, XXXXV 
(Dec .. ber, 1955), PP• 1551•7. 
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individual, regardless of his class situation, realizes the 
iaportance of •edical care. He "accepts ••• medica~ care, in gen-
eral, without undue reaction against the coat, but with strong 
reservations regarding the emphasis upon technical medicine givem 
without regard Cor human relation~hips." 
Another study in this area has been conducted by 
DeCicco and Apple, 1 examining the relationship between health 
care and such factors as place of birth, marital status, and 
economic level. Thei.r findings have indicated that foreigners, 
unmarried people, and those in the lower economic classes tend 
to have relatively low rates of health care. This information 
seems to be somewhat corroborated by the f'indings of weeks, 
2 Davis, and Freenaan, who have seen a relationship between high 
rate ot income and high rate of medical care. They further try 
to explain the phenomenon of apathy tolv.Ards medical care in 
terms of childhood experiences, cultural and situational back-
grounds, and differences in personality. Finally, the intricate 
relationship of class factors in medicine is well pointed out by 
Ozzie Simmons,' who indicates t ';a t public health attempts to 
1 Lena De Cicco and Dorrian Apple, "Health Needs and 
Opinions of Older Adults," Apple, op, cit., pp. 26-:59. 
2 Aahley Weeks, Marjorie Davis, and Howard Free•an, 
"Apathy of Families Towards Medical Care,n Jaco, 2P• cit., 
PP• 159•65. 
'ozzie Simmons, "Iaplicationa oC Social Class for Public 
Health," Jaco, OPp cit., pp. 107-12. 
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cure the diseases of the lower classes, according to middle-
class values, and using individuals (doctors) who are generally 
considered to be upper-class. 
In addition to this, two pieces ot' resoarch have been 
done on the relationship between social factors and attitudes 
tow•rd participation in preventive medicine. The study of 
Clausen, Seidenfeld, and Deasy1 concerns parental decisions as 
regards the children's Polio Vaccine trials. The findings indi-
cated that those mothers who gave consent tended to have a high• 
educational level than those who withheld their approval; more• 
over, their information level was considerably higher, not only 
from printed sources, but also from conversation with others. 
Similarly, there is shown to be a higher level of acceptance of 
psychiatric aid for children among thoae who have a hi&her level 
2 
of education than others in the study by Raphael. 
There are several studies, in this area, concerning the 
relationship between social atatus and use of medical facilitiea. 
One reaearcber3 baa found that: (1) although rates of' illness, 
1Jobn Clausen, Morton Seiden£eld, and Leila Deasy, 
"Parent Attitudes Toward Participation of Their Children in Policl 
Vaccine Trials," Jaco, op, cit., PP• 119-29. 
2 Edna Raphael, "Community of Structure and Acceptance of 
Psychiatric Aid," American Jogrnal of Socioloax;. LXIX (January, 
1964), PP• 34o-sa. 
'saxon Graham, "Socio-Economic Statua, Illness, and the 
Uae of' Medical Servicea," Jaco, !Rt cit., PP• 129-134. 
according to class, are similar, those of the "upper classes" 
tend most of'ten to consult a physician, (2) and theY do tend 
more often to develop eeute illness, (3) while among the "lower 
claasee 11 there seems to be a greater teudency to chronic illness 
although here the attendance of a vhyaician tends to be adverse. 
Another work1 baa compared two co .. unitiea with different aocio-
economic characteristics, in order to examine the incidence of 
hospitalized and non-hospitalized cases of psychosis. The 
researchers found that in the "hi&her-claas" coamunity there 
existed fewer cases of hospit~lized psychosis, but the research-
ers attribute this not to an upper•claaa aversion to medical 
treatment, but rather to an understandable bias against the 
state medical hospital (mown as the 11 anake•pit"). 
Some studies have also been done in the area of patients' 
attitudes towards doctors and hospitals, c~munieationa between 
doctors and patieata, and the ramifications oC the patients• 
knowledse of their illnesses. One group of reaearchers 2 in this 
area found that the patients they studied had little knowledge 
of disease, little desire to gain information about their 
1 Bert l.aplan, Robert Reed, and w. lliehardaon, "A Compar-
ison of' the Incidence of' Hoapitalized and Non•Hoapitalized Caaea 
of Psychosis in Two Communities," American Sociological Review, 
XXI (October, 1956), PP• '72·9· 
2Lois Pratt, Arthur Seligman, and George Reader, "Physi-
cian•' View of' the Level o£ Medical In:formation among .Patients," 
American Journal ot Public Health, XXXXVII (October, 1957), 
PP• 1277-ib. 
diseases, and little conscious demand Cor a complete explanation 
crom a doctor. The physicians, on the other hand, . underesti•at.4l 
the patients• intelligence; although the doctors stressed the 
importance of the Understanding of illness, they far too often 
t~nded to avoid disc~aaion with the patiente, who therefore 
received only sketchy explanations of the situation. This, 
suggest the researchers, is highly rearettable, for evidence 
indicates that the more thorough the explanation given to the 
patient, the more effective will be his participation with the 
physician. 
1 Another study in this area, that of Coser, deals with 
the concept or the hospital aa a "ho•e away from home," where 
patienta are supposed to reet~t.J.ve full attention and warm, sympa-
thetic care. In exa•ining the attitude o£ patients toward the 
doctors, he has .found a eo-relationship. The researcher classi-
t"ies pstienta into three eategoriea~, "instrumental," "primary," 
and "mixed,'' according to the criteria they give Cor judging the 
worth of a doctor. The Cirst type ot patient is that which sees 
the doctor aa a necessarily co•petent ~reCessional; the second 
type looks at hi• as ~ provider o£ kindnes~ and love; in between 
these two Calls the "rnixed" category. 'fhe "instrumental." type 
oC ~atient, the researcher decided, tends to enjoy people and 
activity more than the other type, and is more likely also to 
1
nose La•b Coaer, "A HOUle Away Crom Home," Apple, 
!P• cit., PP• 154-72. 
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make suggestions concerning the improve•ent of the patients• 
comfort. The "primary" patient, on the other band, ia :far more 
likely to accept hospital norms. 
1 Ancther study waa pursued by Redlich, and others, con-
cerning the attitudes held about psychiatry by neurotics of 
different social classes. Patients of a white-collar background 
it developed, tend to complain ot emotional difficulties, while 
those of" semi- or unskilled heritage coJDplain of "soaaatic" ayaap-
touts; mor8over, the former had some knowledge of the nature of' 
illness, prior to ~edieal contact, while the latter group had 
almost none, and this proportion continued a:fter medical contact, 
with more than half of' the first group increasing their know-
ledge, as oppoaed to seventeen per cent of' the othera. 
2 A recent study along these linea attempted to determine 
if there is a relationship between schizophrenia and social 
class. Their f"indings showed that nit is the nature of' the 
disease that determines the class position of the schizophrenia, 
at least by the measure of occupation and education, and ••• it is 
not the class position that influences the nature of' the 
disease." 
1 F. C. Redlich, A. B. Hollingshead, and Elizabeth Bellin, 
"Social Claaa Dift'erencea in Attitudes towards l'aychiatry," 
Appl~, OR• cit., pp. 134-44. 
2 H. W•rren Dunbar, Patricia .Phillips, and Barbara 
Srinivasan, "A Research Note and Diagnosed Mental Illness and 
Social Class," American Sociolosieal Review, XXI (April, 1966), 
PP• 223•7• 
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The problema that arise concernina the per£or.ance, 
toleration and rejection of psychiatric patients baa been inves-
tigated by several behavioral acientiata. Pbillipa,1 Cor 
example, baa found that younaer and better educated people are 
more likely than others to recognize schizophrenic behavior as 
illness. 
Shirley Angriat2 baa examined the relationship between 
social factors and the performance of: mental patients. The high 
level pert:ormers tend to be married, with children, and t:ro• a 
middle-class background. Hiah performance levels are related to 
high role expectations on the part of the patients themselves, 
and also to the role expectations of the significant others. 
Defipititn of Culture 
Man is a social animal. &ach indiYidual breathes and 
lives according to the culture of' the society in which be ia 
born and raised. In the process of socialization, his peraonali~ 
is produced through social interaction and com.unication with 
other •en in society, aa Clyde Kluckhohn explains it: 
1 Derek L. Phillips, "Regulation of the Mentally Ills The 
Influence of Behaviour and Sex," Alaerican Sociological Review, 
XXIV (October, 196~), PP• 670·87. 
2Shirley Sarah Angriat, "The Social Factors in the Out-
Collie of Mental Hospitalization,'• Unpublished Ph. D. dissertation, 
The Ohio State University, 1960. 
A person is an emergent entity of and in a certain 
physical, social, and cultural milieu. He cannot 
be properly represented in isolation from pia 
locale, or from the culture of the group of which 
he is a meaber, or from his status (role) in the 
structure of that group. Basically, every person 
is a social person, an interdependent part of a 
system of human interaction.! 
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Since an individual is a unit of a collectivity of indi-
viduals who make up a society, he is bound to follow the pattern• 
which that society baa established. "The cultural patterns that 
are stereotyped forma of behavior upon which any society depends 
for its survival must be established as patterns of behavioral 
response on the part of ita membera." 2 
This concept of "culture" is basic to the theories of 
modern anthropoloSYI it is used generally to designate the total 
way of life of a people, including those aspects of their environ~ 
ment which ia self created.' Thia "culture" may be classified 
1 Clyde l.luckhohn, Henry A. Murray, and David M. SchneideJ 
(eda.), Personality& Ill Nature. Society. and Culture (New York 
Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., 191t8), P• 6. 
2Ralph Linton, The Cultutal Backaround ot Personality 
(New York: Appleton-Century-Cragrs, Inc., 1945}, P• 24. 
'There are many variations of definition within the scopt 
of this general understanding of culture. Note: "Culture refers 
to man's entire social heritage, all the knowledge, beliefs, cus• 
toms, and skills he acquires as a memb~r of society." (Leonard 
Broo• and Philip Selznick, Sociolorv LEvanaton and Elmsford: 
Row, Pearson, and Co., 195!7, P• 4f.>) "Culture is the ~ill'tinctivt 
way of life of a group of people, their coapl~te design Cor 
living." (Clyde Uuckbobn, Mj.rror ftr Man, LNew York: McGraw-
Hill Book Co., 191tiJ, PP• 17-:s,.) "Culture is the con£iguration 
of learned behaviour and results of behaviour whose component 
elements are shared and transmitted by the members of a particu-
lar society." (Linton, op. cit., P• 32). 
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as either material or psychological, the material elements of 
the culture being overt manifestations, the paycho~ogical ele-
ments existing as covert phenomena inferred from the former. In 
other words, although "real" culture consists of the actual 
behavior of a people, the covert aspects of this culture consiata 
of the attitudes, values, and shared knowledge of thia people 
which form the baaes of their culturally influenced actions. 
According to Ralph Linton1 the overt aspects of culture 
play the principle roles in cultural transmission because each 
individual re-createa the covert aspect• of the culture, as 
internalized valuea, throush contact and experience with the 
overt elementa. The young child, therefore, ia surrounded by 
external cultural stimuli derivative troa the common shared 
behavior surrounding adults. This aives him the necessary back· 
ground to underatand his social situations and relationships 
which exist between his environment and himself as an individual 
in hia society, Thua the child learns the common behavior pat-
terna of his society and creates thereby attitudes and valuea 
which determine his own behavior patterns. 
American society, however, is by no means culturally 
homoseneous, But although there exist wide-spread different 
ethnic groups, there nevertheless dominates an Anglo-Saxon 
1Linton, ope cit. 
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common denoainator, the basis £or acculturation.1 Therefore, of 
the major i~~~migrant groups, (of' non-Anglo-Saxon or~gin) we may 
distinguieh between the people of "first generation"--thoae who 
have immigrated and then become acculturated--and the people of 
the "second generation"--the children of' the original imllligranta, 
who are raised according to two cultures, one of which is the 
culture of' their parents, and one of which ia the dominant cul-
ture of America. Theae second generation individuals are 
influenced by the dominant culture through contact with people 
outaide the f'a•ily, .and this conflicts with or supplements the 
sub-cultural influence of' hia ho.e life. 
The rea~arch inveatigationa in this study are concerned 
with two ethnically and racially different second generation 
minority groupe in Chicago, Americana of' Japanese and Mexican 
ancestry. Not only does Japanese culture differ radically from 
Mexican, but the two have few aff'initiea with the dominant 
Anglo-Saxon traditions; the differences between the three are 
well suited f'or the purposes of' this inveatigation. 
1
"Acculturation ia the proceaa by which individuals 
whose primary learning baa been in one culture take over traits 
fro• anotherJ or ao•etimea the way in which whole groups incor-
porate traits f'rom other cultures with which they have had 
contact." (Charlea_JI'. Marden and Gladys Meyer, Minoritte• in 
American Soeietx LNew York: American Book Company, 19 iJ, 
P• ,,. 
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Hxpotbeaea 
The remainder of this thesis will be devoted to the pos-
tulation and e.xatnination of hypotheses drawn f'rom the literature 
briefly mentioned above. 
The hypotheses at issue in this thesis are as follows: 
1. Becauae of' dif'f'e.nmces in cul turc.l background, 
dissimilarities are expected to exist between Japanese-Americana 
and Mexican-Americans regarding emotional responses toward pain 
caused by disease or injury. 
2. Because of dif'f'erences in cultural background, 
dissimilarities are expected to exist between Jap~nese-Americans 
and Mexican-Americana regarding their reactions to advances in 
modern medicine. 
CHAPTER II 
METHODS AND TECHNIQUES 
Sourcea ot SubJects tor the Stu4Y 
The subjects of the present research were selected on 
the following basta. All the subjects had to be married, former 
patients, and second-generation Americana of Japanese ancestry 
and second-generation Americana of Mexican ancestry. The number 
of the selected subjects in each group is fifty. Each of these 
groups consists of twenty-five males and twenty-five females. 
An attempt was made to obtain li.ats of both Japanese-
Americana and Mexican-Americana with the above qualifications 
from ethnic organizations to which these ethnic groups belong. 
Alao, because of the nature of this study, the subjects must 
have been hospitalized before. Therefore, another source, 
medical institutions such as hospitals and clinics, were taken 
into consideration. However, there exists some hesitation on 
the part of thea• institutions to permit outsiders to look 
through medical records. There ia, likewise, the difficulty for 
the researcher to determine whether or not obtained names 
identified ethnicity and whether or not these names indicated to 
which generation the patients belonged, These following 
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sources, therefore, were utilized in selecting samples: (1) 
membership lists o£ community and national organizations and (2) 
a list o£ people registered in a religious organization. A list 
waa requested from the Chicago Chapter of Japanese American 
Citizens League which has approximately 750 members in the 
Chicago area. From this roster the names o£ people eligible Cor 
interview, 376 males and 146 females, were obtained. A request 
was made to a reli&ioua organization which baa a number of 
Japanese-American members but the reply was received in such a 
way as conflicted with the sampling technique used in this 
study. 
A list was likewise requested of the Mexican Community 
Committee of South Chicago and of South Deering Post No. 1238 of 
the American Legion; both organization• are composed mainly o£ 
Mexican-American members. The names of 127 male Mexican-Ameri-
cana were obtained £rom both o£ these organizations' the wives 
o£ these men were also eli&ible £or interview. Another request 
waa made to a Catholic church named Our Lady o£ Guadalupe, the 
majority o£ which is composed of Mexican-Americana. Thirty-four 
names of aarried couples were obtained. Consequently, the total 
nuaber o£ Mexican-Americana eligible £or interview waa 322. 
Stmelipg Technique 
A systematic random sampling waa made to procure a 
hundred aubjecta. The names £or each category were arranged in 
alphabetic order with a number and every ath number was aelecte 
N varies in each category according to the number of the popula• 
-
tion. The first name in each category was selected randomly 
fro• a statistical table. 
The concern of this research is with two groups totaling 
a hundred cases drawn from a single society at a single period 
and the primary basis for selecting cases is representational. 
Under this reaearch deaign aystematic random sampling was 
seleoted aa a techaique. In the case of aale Japanese-Americans 
every fifteenth naae was selected. The number fifteen was 
obtained by dividing the total number of l76 by the universe 
nua~ber of twenty-five. For female Japanese-Americans, every 
fifth aame was chosen. Using the same method as for male 
Japanese-Americana, the number five was obtained by dividing 
146,whicb is the number of fe .. le Japanese-Aaericana eligible 
for interview by twenty-five. Aa far as male and female 
Mexican-Americana are concerned, every sixth name was selected. 
Six is the quotient of the dividend 16~ which is the total 
number in each category and the divisor, twenty-five, which is 
the size of the universe. The first number in each category waa 
choaen separately for fear that male and female aubjecta should 
be from the same household. 
Samelina Prooedure 
After a random sampling was made, a telephone call 
requesting an interview was made to every selected subject. 
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Since some of'the questions used for interview were related to 
hospitalization experiences, request was made on tbe basis o£ 
verification of ethnicity, generation, marital status, and hos• 
pitalization experiences followed by a request o£ an interview. 
Although the variables such as ethnicity, generation, marital 
status, were delimited before a random sampling was made, 
selected subjects were not always eligible for interview until 
it was discovered that they had been hospitalized before. Some 
wives of Mexican-Americans were not Mexican descendants. It 
was found also that some subjects were neither Japanese nor 
Mexican, were not second generation American, and had not 
married. Some who were eligible Cor interview with all the 
necessary variables refused to be interviewed with reasons such 
as being busy, leaving Chicaao, or disinclination to being 
interviewed. A telephone call, thus, was made one after another 
to every ath selected subject, until the required number was 
secured. 
Method of Gatherina Dete 
The source of data in the present study was gathered 
through the use of the structured interview schedule consisting 
of seventy-six questions, some of which are subdivided. The 
structured interview schedule was based mainly upon the theore-
tical aspects of the socioloay of medicine and partly upon the 
sample questions used by the National Opinion Research Center on 
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medical care. The basic sources of data were new data collected 
by this researcher through interviews. The number .. of properties 
used in this research is limited to one, that is attitudes, and 
the method of handling this single property is by means of the 
measurement of variables on the basis of statistical analysis. 
Appendix I presents the explanation of questions in the 
structured interview schedule and Appendix II presents the 
structured interview schedule. 
Procedure of Interview 
The structured interview schedule had been pretested 
among ten Japanese-Americans and ten Mexican-Americans in the 
Chicago area. 
Interviews were made mainly on week-day evenings and 
week-end afternoons for working subjects and week-day afternoons 
for non-working subjects. The first interview was initiated in 
December, 1966, and the last one ended in April, 1967. Because 
of the location of the residences of the interviewees and of the 
lack of free time they could spare, the span of the interviews 
involved a considerably long duration. 
Interviews were mainly operated at an interviewee's 
residence except for a few which were conducted at the inter-
viewer's residence and the interviewee's office. One interview 
lasted approximately forty minutea-·some thirty minutes, and 
some close to an hour. Entry and rapport were easily 
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established between the interviewer and interviewees oC both 
Japanese-Americana and Mexican-Americana. As a whole, the inter 
viewees were understanding and ahowed an interest and willing.nea 
to cooperate with the reaearcher. Although one question relatin 
to income waa regarded by the researcher aa quite personal and 
aa leas likely to be answered, moat of the interviewees did not 
even hesitate to give information on the question. Furthermore, 
it waa recognized that aoae interviewees were interested in the 
educational and cultural background of the researcher and 
expressed hoapitality to entertain her not as a coaplete 
stranger who cond~cta interviews but as a guest who is studying 
in a foreign land. Some invited her to tea or to dinner, and 
some o:ff'ered her a ride home. 
As far aa the language barriers ~ere concerned, all the 
interviews conducted were in En&liah, without any actual diffi-
culty o£ co181Dunication, because the second-generation Americana 
of' both groups use English as a daily speaking language. Since 
some terms used in interviews were technical, however, the 
researcher waa requested to explain terminology; or she deliber-
ately explained some questions when she discovered that they 
were misunderstood. 
Lieitstiona of Study 
1. With reference to the universe from which the 
samples were drawn, it is recosnized that the list of two groups 
of Japanese-Americana and Mexican-Americana waa incomplete due 
to the inability to secure all th~ names oC two groups who are 
eligible Cor the study. 
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2. With reCerence to the universe trom which the samples 
were drawn, it is recognized that samples used in this study were 
not representative of both groups in a pure sense, because sub-
jects were secured o~ly from lists of organizations and those 
who did not participate in these organizations were excluded 
from sampling procedure. 
:5• With reference to the sampling procedure for the 
samples interviewed by way of a telephone call, it is recognized 
that it w,_s not atrictly scientific, because those who did not 
own telephones were excluded Crom sampling. 
CHAPTER III 
SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF JAPANESE-AMERICANS 
AND M&UCAN-A.M&RICA.NS 
This chapter attempts to inYestigate the social charac-
teriatics of Japanese-Americans and Mexican-Americana studied in 
this research together with the social background of the res-
pondenta• parents. 
The present study is restricted to married subjects. Of 
the Japanese, four per cent are widowed and the remainder are 
currently living with their spouses. Two per cent of the Mexi-
cans are divorced, another two per cent of them are separated, 
and the rest are married. 
An age difference is found between these two groups. 
Fi:tty-aix per cent of the Mexicans are under thirty-nine years of 
age, whereas only sixteen per cent of the Japanese come under 
this category. Forty-four per cent of the Japanese and forty-
two per cent of the Mexicana are between the ages of :torty and 
forty-nine. Forty per cent of the Japaneae against only two per 
cent of the Mexicans are older than fifty years. The Japanese 
group is older than the Mexican group as a whole. 
The atatistical facts presented in Table 2 indicate that 
the number of children is sreater among the Mexicans than among 
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TABLE 1.--Age o:f' respondents 
As• Japanese Mexican Totals 
20-24 0 0 0 
25-29 0 
' 
( 6) 
' 30-3\ 
' 
( 6) 10 (20) 2.3 
35-39 
' 
(10) 15 (30) 20 
l:to-lt\ 11 (22) 11 (22) 22 
lt5-lt9 11 (22) 10 (20) 21 
Over '0 20 (Ito) 1 ( 2) 21 
Totals so (100) 50 (100) 100 
the Japanese. Thirty per cent of the Japanese have no more than 
one child, whereas only four per cent o:f' the Mexicans are claa-
sif'ied in this category. Fifty-six per cent of the Japanese 
against forty-four per cent of the Mexicans have two or three 
children. Fourteen per cent of the Japanese against :f'i:f'ty per 
cent of' the Mexicans have four or more than f'our children. It 
is considered by this writer that this is affected by their 
religious backgrouad and socio-econo•ic background. 
TABL& 2. --Number of' children of' respondents 
Japanese Mexican Tota1a 
None 
' 
(10) 1 ( 2) 6 
One 10 (20) 1 ( 2) 11 
Two 18 (36) 10 (20) 28 
Three 10 (20) 12 (24) 22 
Four or more 7 (14) 26 (52) 3.3 
Totals 50 (100) 50 (100) 100 
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It was found that ninety-six per cent of the Mexicana 
against only six per cent of' the Japanese are Catholic. Further• 
more, fitty•six per cent o£ the Japanese against four per cent 
of the Mexicana are affiliated to the Protestant religion. 
Among the Japanese the number of Protestants exceeds that of 
Buddhists though Buddhism is tho dominant religious faith in 
Japan. None of the Japanese are believers in Shintoiam which ia 
another major religion in Japan. Among the Mexicans the only 
religioua affiliates ar~ Christiana. 
TABLE 3.--Religion of respondents 
Japanese Mexican Totals 
Buddhist 18 (36) 0 18 
Shintoist 0 0 0 
Protestant 28 (56) 2 ( 4) '0 
Catholic 
' 
( 6) 48 (96) 51 
Other 0 0 0 
None 1 ( 2) 0 1 
Totals so (100) so (100) 100 
The educational attainment, the type of work curriculua 
followed in high school and the major in college are given in 
Table• 4, S, and 6 reapectively. A big gap is found between the 
two groupa with reference to an educational attainment. Among 
the Japanese the proportion of respondent• who received a poat-
hi&h school education is greater than that of respondents who 
attained only a high school education or lower than high school 
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education. In contrast, only eight per cent o£ the Mexicans 
have a post-high school education and the re•ainde~ attained as 
high as or lower than high s chool education. 
TABLE 4.--Educational attainment of respondents 
Japanese Mexican Totals 
So•• elel8entary 0 4 ( 8) 4 
Completed elementary 1 ( 2) It ( 8) 5 
Some high school 2 ( 4) 21 (42) 23 
Co~pleted high school 15 (30) 17 (34) 32 
So•• college 17 (34) 4 ( 8) 21 
CoMpleted college 9 (18) 0 9 
s ••• graduate or 
proCessional 
' 
( 6) 0 3 
M.A. 2 ( 4) 0 2 
Ph.D. 0 0 0 
M.D. or D.D.S. 1 ( 2) 0 1 
Totals so (100) so (100) 100 
The curriculum :followed by those who attended high 
school are claaai£ied into academic, technical• business, and 
other. It is found that torty-tive per cent of the Japanese as 
opposed to only twenty-one per cent of the Mexicans followed an 
acade•ic college preparatory course. Instead, forty-f'ive per 
cent of the Mexicans followed a technical course which has led 
them in later years to occupations in which a techuictll skill ia 
required. Eight out of every nine Japanese fe!llales and ten out 
of every twelve Mexican f'e•uales followed business courses. 
Academic 
Technical 
Business 
Other 
Total• 
TABLE 5·--Currieulum in high school 
followed by respondents 
Japanese Mexican 
3? (76) 9 ( 21) 
1 ( 2) 19 (45) 
9 (18) 12 (29) 
2 ( 4) 2 ( 5) 
49 (100) 42 (100) 
'' 
Totals 
46 
20 
21 
4 
91 
Figures of both groups concerning the major in college, 
whether the degree was completed or nott are presented in 
Tabl~ 6. Among the Japanese who have studied in college, the 
largest concentration is :found in a business major and the seconc 
large$t concentration is :found in a natural science. 
TABLE 6.••Major in collece of respondents 
Liberal arts 
History 
Social science 
Natural science 
Engineering 
Mathe111atica 
Business 
Fine arts 
Education 
Home econo•ica 
Stenography 
Totals 
Japanese 
1 
1 
1 
' 
' 1 10 
2 
2 
' 1 
:so 
Mexican 
1 
0 
0 
1 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Totals 
2 
1 
1 
6 
.5 
1 
10 
2 
2 
3 
1 
Table 7 describes the variety of occupations pursued. 
Seven Japanese hold a professional occupation. No~ of the Mexi· 
cans do so. Whereas a concentration of Japanese males is found 
in non-manual occupations, the majority of Mexican males have a 
manual occupation. The statistical fact that Mexican Cemales 
have a greater tendency to stay at home as a housewife than 
Japanese females is due to such factors as lower educational 
attainasent, larger numbers of dependent young children. The 
most popular occupations among Japanese females are clerical, 
involvin~ forty per cent or. them compar~d to eight per cent of 
the Mexican females. The popularity of clerical occupations 
amons Japanese females may be explained by their educational 
attainment, that is, eight of them followed a business course in 
high school and five o:f them majored in business in college. 
Six Mexican females are factory workers, while no Japanese 
females are found in this area of occupation, though ~ive of the 
latter possess a voc~tional occupation such as seamstress and 
barber. 
Occupation and income are related significantly. Table e 
shows the annual income of the respondents• families. Income of 
family indicates the joint income of both $~OU8es i£ they are 
both mAking some kind of income or the income of one of the 
8pouses if only he or she is receiving an income. Seventy-six 
per cent of the Japanese respondents are classified as annual 
income holders of more than SlO,OOO compared to twenty-two 
'' TABLE ?.•-Occupation of' reapondenta 
Japanese Mexican 
Mal• Female Male Female Totals 
Prof'eaaioaala 6 1 0 0 6 
Proprietor, manager~ 
or of'£1cial 10 0 1 0 11 
Semi-prof'eaaionalc 
' ' 
2 4 12 
Clerical or sales d 5 10 2 2 19 
Civil service• 0 0 2 0 2 
Craftsman or f'ore•an£ 1 0 4 0 s 
Operator 0 0 13 3 17 
Unskilled 0 0 1 
' 
4 
Vocational& 0 
' 
0 0 5 
Housewife 6 13 19 
Total a 25 25 2' 25 100 
aincludes a school teacher, a chemiat, and an engineer. 
bincludes a store keeper and a aelf-••ployed. 
cincludea a nurse, an accountant• and a co.-unity 
representative. 
dincludea an insurance agent broker. 
8 Includes a post off'icer and a police officer. 
£Includes a printing presa superYiser. 
&Includes a seaastreaa and a barber. 
per cent o£ the Mexican respondents, fifty-two per cent of whom 
Call in the category of annual income between 18,000 to 19,999· 
TABLE 8.--AIUlual income or respondents' families 
Japanese Mexican Totals 
Less than $1,999 0 0 0 
$2,000 - $4,999 2 ( 4) 1 ( 2) 3 
$5,000 - 17,999 2 ( 4) 12 (24) lit 
$8,000 - 19,999 8 (16) 26 (52) 
'" $10,000 - 114,999 19 (38) 11 (22) )0 More than $15 1 000 19 (38) 0 19 
Totals 50 (100) 50 (100) 100 
In addition to their own social background, respondents 
were asked to give information on their parents• background. 
Since the present study is concerned with second generation Ame~ 
icans, it was considered that some infor.ation on respondents• 
parents may contribute to foraulating social characteristics or 
the subjects studied. 
While all the Japan••• respondent• answer that their 
parents were or Japanese nationality, one Mexican female indi-
cates that one of her father'• parents was non-Mexican and two 
Mexican feaaalea state that their mothers bad a non-Mexican 
pareat. 
The majority or the parents of the respondents had been 
in this country for forty years or •ore. Thia is true of forty-
one fathers and thirty-four mother• of the Japanese, and thirty-
four fathers and thirty-six mothers of the Mexicans. The 
lenath or a stay in this country by respondents• parents, who 
were i.misrants, does not necessarily coincide with the ase of 
I"""" 
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respondents who were born in thia country, due to such factors aa 
that aome parenta have returned to their native land after a 
certain duration of ti•e in thia country and that so•e are 
deceased. 
0 
- 9 
10 
- 19 20 
- 29 
30 
- .39 
TABLE 9.--Lensth of a stay in this country, 
by parents 
Japan••• Mexicaa 
Father Mother Father Mother 
0 1 3 0 
2 
' 
It 1 
It 
' 
2 7 
' ' " 
3 
Ito or •ore ltl 35 ,,. 36 
Unlmowa 0 1 
' ' Totals 50 50 50 50 
TABLE 10.--American citizenship, by parents 
Japanese Mexicaa 
Father Mother Father Mother 
Yea 16 1.3 15 1.3 
No 
'" 
.37 .35 .35 
Uncertain 0 0 0 2 
Total a 50 50 so 50 
Tota.ls 
It 
12 
18 
1.3 
11t6 
7 
200 
Totals 
,, 
135 
2 
200 
How aany of the respondents' parents became naturalized 
American citizens? The number of naturalized citizens ia as 
followa: sixteen fathers and thirteen mothers of Japaneae 
respondents and fifteen fathers and thirteen mothers of Mexican 
respondents. Two Mexican respondents are unable to. give in:for-
mation on their mothers' naturalization. It is recognized that 
the number o:f naturalized parents o:f both croups is almost 
identical. 
Ei&btoen per cent of the Japanese and twenty-three per 
cent of the Mexicans are unable to in:form the interviewer of 
their parents' educational attainment since this seemed an irre-
levant question to put to their parents. Seven per cent of the 
Japanese parents against none of the Mexican parents attained a 
higher than high school education. It is found that the parents 
of a half of the Japanese subjects have completed high school 
and/or have had soae high school education. On the contrary, 
the parents of only :five per cent of the Mexican respondents 
have siailar educational backgrounds. There exists a marked con• 
trast between Japanese parents and Mexican parents in relation 
to aon•:formal or only partial elementary education. Only ten 
per cent of the parents of Japanese respondents and as high as 
:fifty-nine per cent of Mexican respondents have a non-formal or 
oaly partial eleaentary education. 
The last occupations of respondents• :fathers are also 
studied. The findings are as follows. Out of the fathers o:f 
Japan••• respondents, twenty-six per cent are engaged in buaineu 
owning a restaurant, a laundry, and a grocery store, and thirty-
tour per cent are :farmers. The number o:f :fathers o:f Mexican 
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TABLE 11.--Educational attainment, by parents 
Japanese Mexican 
Father Mother Father Mother Totals 
So•• elementary 2 5 17 21 45 
Co•pleted elementary 9 6 5 8 28 
So•• high school 7 2 1 2 12 
Completed high achool 19 22 1 1 43 
So•• college 0 1 ·o 0 1 
Co•pleted college 4 1 0 0 
' Other• 1 0 0 0 1 None 0 
' 
10 11 24 
Uakno'Wil 8 10 16 7 41 
Totals 50 50 50 50 200 
•Includes a degree in Law. 
respondents who are in business or who are f'armera is very 
small. However, seventy-tour per cent of' Mexican respondents 
are laborers, working in steel mills and railroads. Table 12 
describes various type• of' occupations ot the Cathers of' the 
respondents of' the two groupa. 
In thia chapter the aocial cbaracteriatics of' respondents 
are analyzed, with special e•phasis given to the dif'f'erent 
social backgrounds of' the two aroups. Although the present 
study is concerned with cultural diff'erences, these social dif-
f'erences must also be taken into consideration as ·,a ... ' iabl•• 
which inf'luence the re•pondeats• f'~r.ulation of' attitudes toward 
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TABLE 12.--Last occupation, by fathers 
Japanese Mexican Totals 
Professional• 1 
Proprietor, manager, 
or official 1:5 
Semi-professional 1 
Clerical or sa los ,. 
Craftsman or foremsn 4 
Laborer b :s 
Vocational 4 
Farmer 17 
Service0 2 
Unknown 1 
Totals 50 
alncludes a minister. 
blncludes a gardener. 
0 Includes a cook. 
( 2) 0 1 
(26) :s ( 6) 16 ( 2) 0 1 
( 8) 0 It 
( 8) 6 (12) 10 
( 6) :57 (74) 40 
( 8) 0 It (34) 2 ( 4) 19 
( 4) 0 2 
( 2) 2 ( 4) 
' (100) 50 (100) 100 
pain and modern medicine. In tbe following analysis of these 
varying different attitudes, therefore, although the findings 
(in Chapters IV, V, and VI) indicate that the variations between 
the two groups are the product of cultural differences, there 
exists a strong probability that social background variables are 
the determining factors. Although the researcher's data at 
first glance indicate attitudinal differences according to 
ethnicity, it is nevertheless important to examine these differ-
ences with regard to variations in the respondents' age and 
level of education• This will be attempted in Chapter VII. 
Until then, however, it is impo3sible to derive from the 
evidence (in Chapters IV, V, and VI) a clear picture o£ the 
causes underlying the apparent attitudinal differences of the 
two ethnic groups under consideration. 
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CHAPTER IV 
HYPOTHESIS I: A COMPARISON OF ATTITUDES OF JAPANESE-AMERICANS 
AND MEXICAN-AMERICANS TOWARD PAIN 
In this chapter, attitudes of the two ethnic groups 
toward pain will be explored and coapared. It is hypothesized 
that "because of differences in cultural background, dissimilar-
ities are expected to exist between Japanese-Americana and 
Mexican-Americana regarding eaotional responses toward pain 
caused by disease and injury." 
Mark Zborowaki1 baa found that reaction to pain is 
related to cultural backsround. He singles out two attitudes 
toward pain--pain expectancy and pain acceptance. By pain 
expectancy he •eane anticipation of pain as being unavoidable in 
given situational and by pain acceptance he •eane willinsnesa to 
experience paine The perception of the necessity of pain and 
the willingness to accept it differ among different cultures. 
The questions uaed in the present atudy are based upon 
Zborovaki'• obeervatioaal study of attitudes toward pain aaonc 
Italians, Jewish, Irish, and "Old Aaterican" patients. 
1Mark Zborowaki, Jaco, ~•·P-•-.Cwi~t-., PP• 256-268. 
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This chapter will explore various fpcets o£ the pain 
experience as this i5 perceived by Japane~e-Amerieans and 
Mexican Americana who have been hospitalized in the recent past. 
The questions (59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 
71, 72, 73, 74, 75, and 76) deal with varioua aspects of the 
pain experience on the part of the patient and the transmission 
of cultural attitudes toward pain. 
Pein E!peritnce Amon& For.er Patients 
of Jtpanese and Mexican Origin 
Question 59 in the present study aakaa Which do you 
think concerns you moat when you have pain, the physical pain 
experience itself, or the significance of pain in relation to 
your health, welfare, and welfare of the family? The responses 
to thj.s question are presented in Table 13. 
TABLE 13.--Reaponaes of Japanese-Americana and Mexican-
Americana in the Cbicaso area to question 59: Which do 
you think concerns you moat when you have pain? The 
physical pain experience itself or the aisnificance of 
pain in relation to your health, welfare, and the 
welfare of the family? 
Japanese Mexican Totals 
Physical pain itself 21 28 
"' Sianificance of pain in relation to your health, welfare, and 
welfare of the fa•ily 28 20 48 
Uncertain 1 2 .3 
Total• 50 50 100 
x2 - 2.58 (degree of f'reedo• - 1) more than .10 
\ 
sroups. 
There are no ei~nif'icant dif'f'erences betwf'en the two 
Zborowski1 f'ound that Italian patients seemed to bo 
naainly concerned with the immediacy of' the pain experience and 
were disturbed by the actual pain sensation which they 
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experienced in a given situation, while the concern of' patients 
of' Jewish origin was f'ocuaed mainly upon the symptomatic meaning 
of' pain and upon the signif'icance of' pain in relation to their 
health, welfare, and eventually to the welfare of' their 
families. 
With regard to expectation o£ pain, signi£icant dif'fer-
encea are found between the two groups of' the Japanese and the 
Mexicana. Although both groupa show a higher percentage of' 
accftpting pain than rejecting it, chi square analysis indicates 
that the Japanese group tends to perceive pain as being necea-
aary more often than the Mexican group. 
Yea 
No 
TABLE 14.--Reaponses of' the two groups to question 
60: Do you think that having pain is necessary? 
Japanese Mexican 
41 (82) 30 (60) 
9 (18) 19 C58) 
Uncertain 0 1 ( 2) 
To tala 
2 X - 5.78 
1 ,.. , . fA ·~· 
50 
(de&ree 
(100) so (100) 
of f'reedoa - 1) leas than .025 
Totals 
71 
28 
1 
100 
\ 
.. . 
At the .05 level there exist significant difCerencea. 
DifCerent reasons are given by the respondents as to why they 
think it necessary or unneceaaary to have pain. As Table 15 
shows, the large nuaber of the respondent• f e el that pain is 
necessary because it is a sign of illness. 
TABLE 15.--Reaaons why having pain is necessary 
and unaeceasary, given by the respondents 
Japan••• Mexican Totals 
Necessary, because pain is a 
sip of illness 
Necesaary, because pain ia a 
part of lite 
Unnecessary, because pain is 
not a sign of illness 
Unnecesaary, because pain is 
intolerable 
Unnecessary, because pain 
always exists 
Unnecessary, because drugs 
can kill paia 
Unnecessary, because pain does 
not exist if people take 
care of themselves 
Totals 
1 
1 
0 
0 
50 
23 ,, 
7 8 
8 
1 
' 
5 5 
97 
lt6 
Zborowaki 1 s 1 study points out that both the Italians and 
the Jews feel free to talk about their pain, complain about it, 
and manifest their sufferings by groaning, moaning, and crying, 
whereas "Old Americ:1ns" hardly emphasize f'r~e expressions of' 
emotion by words, sound, and gestures. Do the Japanese diCCer 
from the Mexicans with regard to emotional responses to the 
experience of pain? 
Yes 
No 
Totals 
TABLE 16.--Responsea of the two groups to 
question 61: Do you show your su:f:ferings 
by groaning, moaning, or crying? 
Japanese Mexican 
10 21 
Ito 29 
so so 
2 x - s.lfo (degree of' freedom - 1) less than 
Totals 
'1 
69 
100 
.025 
While the majority of the respondents from both groups 
do not show their sufferings in an emotional manner, the Mexicaru 
have a greater tendency to express emotion at the t~e of pain 
experience than do the Japanese. 
Generally, the person who expresses his pain by gestures 
does not always manifest it in front of medical personnel as he 
hesitates to do so. Although many of' the respondents from both 
groups do not express emotion by groaning, moaning, or crying in 
the presence of medical peraormel, the Mexicans tend to do so 
more than the Japanese. This finding supports the previous 
research finding of Zborowski that there exists a relationship 
between ethnicity and emotional expression of pain in the 
presence of medical personnel. 
TABLE 17.--Responaes of the two groups to questioa 
62: Is it aatural to show pain by groaaing, 
moaning, or crying in front of a doctor or nurse? 
Japan••• Mexicaa Totals 
Tea 8 22 30 
No ltl 28 69 
Uncertaia 1 0 1 
Totals 50 50 100 
x2 - 9.38 (degree of freedom - 1) leas than .oos 
The differences are found between the Japanese and the 
Mexicans at the level of .05. 
As the manifestation of pain experience by groaning, 
moaning, and crying is behavior of free expression of emotion, 
so is the verbal complaint of paia experience. Zborowski 1 s 1 
findin&• depict that "Old Americana" define the quality of pain 
and localize it to medical peraonael ia an uneaotional way where 
as the Italians complain of pain sensations to thea. 
%8 
The aajority of both Japan••• and Mexicans ~eel Cree to 
co•plaia oC pain to medical personnel a• Tabla 18 pr•••nt•• In 
this, there is no •ignif'icant difference. 
Total• 
TABLE 18.--Ra•ponsea o~ the two aroup• to question 
6:S& Do you Ceal tree to complain of your pain to 
a doctor or a nurse? 
Mexican Totals 
50 so 
'' 7 
1.00 
The respondent• ware alao asked whether they t'eel tree 
to co•plain a great deal to •••bars oC their f'amili••• 
Yea 
No 
Total• 
TABLE 19.--Re•ponse• of' the two group• to queation 
64: Do you think it natural to complain a great 
deal to your f'a•ily? 
Japan••• Mexican Total a 
7 
li:S 
so 
9 
41 
so 
16 
84 
100 
Neither the Japanese nor the Mexicans f'ael free to co•-
plain of' pain to •ember• of' the family. No sisnif'icant diff'er-
encea between the two groupa are diacovered. While both group• 
-complain of pain to •edical personnel, the aajority do not a~it 
that they complain a areat deal to members of the family. 
In Zborowekt•e1 etudy the Jews and Italians are described 
as not betas ashamed of calling for help and of expectin& sy.-
pathy and aasietance fro• other •••bers of their t .. ediate social 
environaent while "Old Americana" are depicted ae being withdrawm 
from society. In the followina Table• 20, 21, and 22, the 
respondent•• attitudes toward the expectation of' help and sy•-
pathy from •••b•r• of the fa•ily and of their presence and 
assistance are studied. 
TABL& 20.-·Reaponaea of the two croups to queatioa 
65: Do you think it natural to call for help froa 
your •e•b•r• of family? 
Yea 
No 
Uncertaia 
Totals 
Japanese 
Male Feaale Total 
18 
7 
0 
25 
12 
12 
1 
25 
30 
19 
1 
50 
Mexican 
Male Fe•ale Total 
18 
7 
0 
25 
18 
7 
0 
25 
,, 
lit 
0 
Totals 
'' 
'' 1 
100 
Aa Table 20 ahowa, the aajority of the respondents feel 
that it ia natural to call for help fro• •e•bers of the family. 
(However, of all the respondents, the Japan••• females feel the 
least that to do eo ia natural). 
TABLE 21.--Reaponaea of the two groups to question 
66: Do you think it natural to expect sympathy 
from your members of family? 
Japan••• Mexican 
so 
Male Fe~aale Total Male Female Total Totals 
Yes 
No 
18 
7 
8 
17 
26 
2lt 
lit 
11 
15 
10 
29 
21 
55 
ItS 
Totals 25 25 so 25 25 so 100 
Alone 
TABLE 22.--Respoa••• of the two groups to question 
672 When you are in pain, do you prefer to be 
lett alone or to be eared for by others? 
Japan••• Mexican Totals 
'' '' 
70 
With other people lit 15 29 
Uncertain 1 0 1 
Totals so so 100 
No differences are also found between the two groups 
with regard to their expectations of ay.pathy fro• •••b•r• of 
the familYJ (however, the majority of the Japanese females do 
not think it natural to expect sympathy fro• members of their 
families). The proportion of respondents who feel it natural 
than that of the respondents who feel it aatural to call tor 
help. 
.51 
The numbers oC the respondents from the two groups who 
prefer being left alone to being cared Cor by other are identi-
cal• An interesting contraat in the findings from the responses 
to the questions 65, 66, and 67 ia that the majority of the two 
groups prefer being left alone io being cared Cor by other mem-
bers of the family in spite of their expecting help and syapathy 
from the•• 
How is the emotional expression of pain related to the 
pain relief? Do people react to pain eaotionally because it will 
be effective Cor the relief of pain? lC the emotion expressions 
are regarded as effective for the relie:f of pain, they will be 
more acceptable. The respondents' belief in emotional exprea-
aiona as an effective iapulae for the relief of pain is 
examined.1 The statistical analysis of Table 23 does not show 
sicnificant differences between the two groups. 
TABLE 23.--Reaponses of the two groups to question 
681 Do you thLDk that e•otional expressions are 
helpful Cor the relief of pain experience? 
Japaaeae Mexican Totals 
Yea 17 20 37 
No 29 29 58 
Unce[t!in It ;L ~ 
Totals 50 50 100 
xa 
-
.,a (degree of Creed.- - 1) •ore than ., 
1It is intereating to note here that relatively many 
respondents o:f the Japan••• group think that e•otional expreaai• 
is effective Cor the relief of pain while only a small proportiol 
of these actually show their sufferings in an emotional manner. 
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With reference to this itea, the differences are not 
found at the level of .05. 
The patient• who e:xpreaa attitude• of" anxiety aa to the 
meaning of their pain are more bealth-conscioua and are aware of 
pain as a poaaible syapto• of a dangerous diaeaae. As 
Zborowaki1 notea, .Jewiah patients and "Old American" patient• 
are more concerned with the ••aning of pain than Italian 
patient• who are rather concerned with the actual pain. 
TABLE 24.--Reapon••• of the two groupa to queation 
691 Doe• the relief from pain give you security? 
Japaaeae Mexican Total• 
Yea 37 ,., 81 
No 11 
' 
17 
Uncertain 2 0 2 
Total• 50 50 100 
2 X - 2.67 (degree of free do• - 1) more than .1 
The •ajority of the reapondenta of the two groupa feel 
secure after pain ia relieved. The finding denote• that there 
ia no significant difference at the level of .05 between the 
Japan••• and the Mexicaaa. 
Do the Japan••• differ fro• the Mexican• with regard to 
the attitude• toward• the apprehenaion of pain? 
TABLE 25.-·Reaponaes o~ the two groupa to question 
70: When in pain which causes you more discom~ort 
--physical e~Cects o~ pain experience or worry or 
anxiety? 
'' 
Japan••• Mexican Total a 
Physical effecta of pain experience 
Worry or anxiety 
Uncertain 
Total a 
22 
25 
' 50 
30 
19 
1 
50 
x2 - 1.51 (degree of freedoa - 1) •ore than .25 
100 
Ia Zborowaki 1 s 1 study the Italian•• attitude toward pain 
is characterized as present-oriented whereas the Jewish attitude 
ia explained aa future-oriented. Aa the previous table shows, 
half of the Japanese show a future-oriented anxiety of pain, 
whereas the larger proportion of the Mexicans exhibit a present-
oriented apprehenaion o~ pain. But there is no statistical 
difference between the two groups. 
The Transmission of Cultural Attitude• Toward Paia from 
the Jeetaese and the Mexicaa Reapondenta 
to their Childrea 
Zborowaki points out that the family environment affects 
the individual'• reaponae to pain: "Attitude• toward pain and 
expected reactive patterns are acquired by the individual 
members of the society from the earliest childhood along with 
other cultural attitudes and values which are learned from the 
parents, parent-substitutes, siblings, peer groups, etc. Each 
culture offers to its members an ideal pattern ot attitudes and 
reactions, which may differ for various sub-cultures in a given 
society, and each individual is expected to conform to this 
ideal pattern."1 On the basis of his observation, the Japanese 
and the Mexican pa~ents• attitudes towards their children in 
pain are examined. 
TABLE 26.·-Responses of the two groups to question 
71: Do you expect your children to be hurt in 
sports and games? 
Japaaese Mexican Totals 
Yes 
No 
Totals 50 
~8 
2 
50 
97 
' 100 
The overwhelming Majority of both groups indicate that 
they expect their children to be hurt in sports and games. 
Zborowski 2 observed that both Jewish and Italian parents 
show over-protective and over-concerned attitudes towards their 
children in pain, and especially the latter manifest their 
'' 
verbal expression of emotion and feeling of' sympathy towards 
them, whereas the "Old American" patients encourage their child-
ren to take pain "like a man" and not to act like a crying baby. 
The following three questione--72, 73, and 74 are related to the 
respondents• attitudes toward their children in pain. 
) . 
Yes 
No 
TABLE 27.--Reaponaea of the two groups to question 
72: When your children are injured •• a result of 
play, do you ahow attitudes of worry or concern? 
Japan••• Mexican Total a 
28 38 66 
21 12 
'' Uncertain 1 0 1 
To tala 
Yea 
No 
Total a 
so so 
2 x - ~t.ss (desr•• of f'reedoa - 1) lese than .os 
TABLE 28.--Reaponaea of the two groups to queatioa 
73: Should thia occur, would you console them by 
givin& any verbal expression of emotion, such aa 
"poor child"? 
100 
Japaaeae Mexicaa Total a 
16 27 4) 
'" 
23 57 
so so 100 
2 X - lt.96 (dear•• of freedom - 1) 1••• thaa .os 
TABLE 29.--Responses o~ the two groups to question 
74: In the same case, do you stimulate their 
ability to resist pain, telling them to act grown up? 
Japanese Mexican. 
S6 
Male Female Total Male Female Total Total• 
Yea 17 9 26 11 9 20 
"' No 8 lit 22 14 16 30 52 Uncertaia 0 2 2 0 0 0 2 
x2 
-
1.44 (degree of freedom 
-
1) more than .as 
It is discovered that there exist atanificant di~ference• 
between the two groups with regard to attitudes toward children 
who are hurt as a result of participation in sports and games at 
the level of .os. The Mexicans are more likely to show attitude• 
of worry or concern to their children than are the Japanese; and 
they are more likely to manifest verbal expression of emotion 
such as "poor child" to console their children thaa are the 
Japanese. Although differences are found between the two groups 
in relation to the verbalization of emotional expression to 
children in pain at the level of .05, in contrast, no significant 
differences are fouad between the Japaaese and Mexicans concern-
ing the verbal stimulation of their children's ability to resist 
pain. It ia concluded that the parents who tend to verbalize 
their emotioa to their children in paia do not always verbalize 
their ability to resist pain. 
Aa Table 30 shows. the majority of both groups expect 
their children to co•• to thea and complain o€ pain. 
TABLE 30.--Responaes of the two groups to question 
75: Do you expect your children to come to you 
crying and co•plaining o€ pain? 
Japanese Mexican 
57 
Male Female Total Male Fe•ale Total Total a 
Yea 19 21 40 25 20 45 85 
No 6 4 10 0 
' 
5 15 
Total a 25 25 50 25 25 50 100 
No ditterencea are Cound between the Japanese and the 
Mexicans. Although the majority ot the respondents tend to 
expect e•otional reaponaea trom their children if they are in 
pain, there exiat unanimous expectation oC thia on the part of 
the Mexican malea. The type ot behavior which the respondents 
expect Croa their children who are in pain ia aought in an open-
end question. Aa Table 31 present•• large numbers or the 
reapondenta or both gro~ps explain that they expect their 
children to be emotional. Alao a relatively large number of 
respondent• or the two groupa expect their children to explain 
pain calmly. 
TABLE 31.--Reaponsea oC the two groups to question 
76: What type oC behavior do you expect Crom your 
children if they are in pain? 
Japanese Mexican Totals 
Be emotional 32 lt2 7~ 
Act in such a way as to get 
attention froa parents 3 0 
' Explain calmly 11 8 19 Be stoical 4 0 4 
Totals so so 100 
SW!!!Ity 
Findings of this chapter are aa follows: 
These are the findings of attitudes toward pain exper-
iencea of the former patients of the Japaneae and Mexican 
origin. 
1. Whereas the majority of the Japanese think that the 
aignit'icance of pain in relation to their health, welfare, and 
the welfare of the t'amily concerns them most when they are in 
pain, the majority of the Mexicans think that the physical pain 
itselt' concerns them moat. Significant dift'erences are not 
found between the two groups. 
2. Although the •ajority of the respondent• of both 
groups think that having pain is necessary, the Japanese are 
more likely to thiak so Mainly because pain is a symptom of a 
dangerous disease than are the Mexicans. 
,...-
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3· Although the majority of the respondents of both 
groups do not show their sufferings by aroaning, moaning, or 
crying, the Japanese are leas l.ikely to allow their suff'erings in 
an emotional manner than a.re the .Hexicaus. 
4. Although the majority of the respondents of' both 
groups do not think that it ia natural to show pain by groaning, 
moaning, or cryins in the presence o£ 111edical personnel, the 
Japaneae are less likely to show their sufferings in an emotion~ 
manner in the presence of' medical personnel. than are the 
Mexicans. 
5. Ths raajority of the respondents of' both groupa f'eel 
Cree to co•pl.ain of' their pain to a doctor or a nurae. 
6. The aajority of' the respondent• of' both groupa do 
not think it natural to coaplain a great deal to their faail.y. 
7• Tha majority or the respondent• of' both groupa 
th~ it natural to call. Cor help from their member• of' family 
when they are in pain. 
a. The majority of the respondent• of both groups think 
it natural to expect ayapathy f'roa . tbeir raerabers of' family when 
they are in pain. 
9~ The majority of' the reapondenta of both aroupe pre-
fer being left alone to being cared £or by other• when they are 
in pain. 
10. The •ajority of the reapondenta of' both sroups do 
not think that emotional expreaaiona are helpful Cor the 
relief or pain experience. 
11. The majority of the respondents of both groups 
think that the relief froDl,pain gives them security. 
12. Whereas the majority of the Japanese think that 
worry or anxiety causes them more disco•fort when they are in 
pain, the majority of the Mexicans think that physical effects 
of pain experience causes them more discomfort. 
These are the findings of the transmission of cultural 
attitudes toward pain from the Japanese and the Mexican res-
pondents to their children. 
1. The majority of the respondents of' both groups 
expect their children to be hurt in sports and saaes. 
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2. Although the •ajority of the respondents of both 
groups show attitudes of worry or coacern to their children when 
they are injured as a result of play, the Mexican• are •ore 
likely to do so than are the Japan•••• 
'· Whereas the majority of the Japanese do not console 
their children who are injured as a result of play and sports by 
giving soae verbal expression of eaotion such as "poor child," 
the aajority of the Mexicans verbalize their emotion to their 
children. The Japanese are leas likely to console their 
children who are injured by giving some verbal expression· of 
eaotion than are the Mexicans. 
~. Whereas the majority of the Japanese stimulate 
their children's ability to resist pain, telling them to act 
61 
grown up. the majority or. the Mexicans do not do so. Significan1 
differences are not found. 
5· The majority o£ the respondents of both groups 
expect their children to come to them crying and complaining of' 
pain. 
The f'aet found in this chapter that five out of eighteen 
items support Hypothesis I indicates that there exist lllore simi-
larities than dissimilarities in the attitudes ot' tlle two 
groups. However, althouah the data apparently discloses that th• 
Japanese show lesa emotional responses toward pain than the 
Mexicans, they do not necessarily follow that ethnicity is the 
cause of this attitudinal difference betweea the two groups. 
Such an asauaption would be possible only if auch social factors 
as age and education proved to be influential. 
CHAPTER V 
HYPOTHESIS II: A COMPARISON OP ATTITUDES OF 
JAPANESE-AMERICANS AND MEXICAN-AMERICANS 
TOWARD ADVANC&S IN MODERN MEDICINE 
Ia thia chapter, attitude• o£ the two ethnic groups 
toward advaacea in modern aedicine are exa•ined and coapared. 
The data are analyzed in accordance with Hypotheaia II that, 
"becauae o£ diff'erencea in cultural background, dissinailaritiea 
are expected to exist between Japaneae-Americaaa and Mexican-
Americana reaardina their reactions to advance• in modern 
medicine." 
The question• used ia the exaaination o£ Hypotheais II 
are aodeled after the aeveral studies done by sociologist,. oa 
attitude• toward aedicine in relation to the social f'actore such 
aa aocio-econo•ic claaa, education, age, aex, marital statue, 
and residential area. 
Tbia chapter will scrutinize different aspect• of' 
acceptance of modern medicine expressed by the respondents of 
the two ethnic groupe. The question• (29, 37, 43, 44, 47, 48, 
49, 50a, 50b, 50c, 50d, 50e, 501', 50s, 50h, 52, 53a, 53b, 53c, 
53d, 53•, 53£, 54, 55, 56, and 57) are related to the varioua 
attitude• toward acceptance of naodern medicine exhibited by the 
Japanese-Americans and Mexican-Americana in Chicago. 
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Lyle Saunders• study1 on Spanish-speaking people in the 
south West deacribea their lack of knowledge of medicine which 
leads to their fear for the unknown modera instruments used in a 
clinic or a hospital. How do the reapondenta of the Japan••• 
and the Mexicans who live in Chicago feel about the instru•enta 
used in a doctor'• office or in a hospital? 
Yea 
No 
Total a 
TABL& 32.--Reaponaes of Japanese-Americana and 
Mexican-Americana in the Chicago area to ques-
tion 29: Do the inatruments in the doctor'• 
office or in the hospital cause fear in you? 
Japan••• Mexican 
Male Feaale Total Male Feaale Total 
0 
' ' 
0 4 4 
25 20 
"' 
25 21 lt6 
25 25 50 25 25 so 
Total.t 
9 
91 
100 
Althoush there exist no aignificant differences between 
the two groupa or the Japaneae and the Mexicana, differences are 
found between the two sex••· Chi aquare analyaia (X2 ia 9·9 at 
the level o£ .05) indicate• that the faaale respondents fro• 
both groups are more likely to be afraid of modern instruments 
than are the male respondents from both groups. Reasons for 
fear are aaked or nine fe•ale respondents: two o£ these answer, 
"Something sharp is frightening," one of' theae anawers, "I do 
1 Saundera, OR• cit. 
-not care Cor needles," two answer, "Instruments are unknown and 
there is a €ear o£ the unknown," and three answer, ,.Instruments 
burt me." One respondent gives no answer. 
In relation to the above question, the respondents• 
dependence upon Colk medicine such as herbs or animal parts is 
examined. As Saunders1 points out, araong the Spaniah-apeakias 
population in the South West, Colk •edicine assumes an iraportant 
role •• a remedy Cor illnesses. In the present study those who 
use £olk medicine are resarded aa leas likely to accept the 
advances oC modern medicine. 
Yea 
No 
Total a 
TABLE 33.--Reaponses of the two croups to question 
52: Do you depend upon herbs or animal parts when 
you are sick? 
Japanese Mexican Totals 
1 9 10 
lt9 41 90 
50 50 100 
2 X • 7.12 (dear••• of Creedora - 1) leas than .01 
Althouch tbe •ajority of the respondents €rom both 
groups do not show dependence upon folk ••dicin•• statistical 
analysis indicates that there is signi€icant diCCerence between 
the two groups. 
1SaUD.ders, op. cit. 
-Ia the study by Pratt, Seligaann, and Reader1 the 
effectiveness of the doctor-patient relationship is stated as a 
fundamental consideration in evaluating adequacy of medical 
care. The level of a patient's participation with a doctor is 
rel~ted to the level of a patient'• expectation from a doctor. 
The following question examines the respondents' level of parti-
cipation with a doctor: whether they take the initiative to 
request the physician to do something for them and to direct the 
physician's attention to something, or assume that the physi-
cians should direct conversation and activity and they should do 
whatever they are directed by the physicians. 
Tea 
No 
Totals 
TABL& 34•--Responses of the two groups to question 
37: Do you think that as a patient you should 
always quietly do whatever the physician says or 
directs you to do while you are under his care? 
Japanese Mexican Totals 
'<> 
10 
50 
lt5 
5 
50 
85 
15 
100 
As the above table presents, . the majority of the res-
pondents from both groups thiat that the patient should pas-
sively participate with a doctor while they are under his care. 
1 Lois Pratt, Arthur Selis-ann, and George Reader, Jaco, 
ope cit., PP• 222-229. 
No aigni£icant diCCerencea between the two groups are £ound. 
Th~ reason• Cor the above answers given by the respondents are 
presented below in Table 35· 
TABLE 35.--The reasons Cor the question 37 
They think so, because a doctor 
is a proCessional who does his 
best Cor patient's benefit 
They think so, because it is a 
matter o£ confidence in a doctor 
Tbey think so, because coopera-
tion is necessary tor recovery 
They do not think so, b&cause a 
doctor caa be wrons 
They do not think ao, becauae a 
patient baa a right to say and 
ask what is going on 
Totals 
Mexican 
20 
15 9 
' 
1 2 
9 
48 
Totals 
so 
8 
12 
97 
The •ajority o£ the respondeat• think that they should always 
quietly do whatever they are told .or directed by the physician 
becauae the phyaiciaa ia a pro£essioa&l who does his best tor 
the patient's beneCit and alao because they have con£idence in 
the physician. 
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Pratt, Seliam•~• and Reader1 Cound that patients who 
received so•e explanation rros the phyaician tend to participate 
1Pratt, Seligmann, and Reader, Jaco, op, cit., PP• 222-9 
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•ith a phyaician more than did the patients who were not given 
anY explanation. The followina queation inveatisatea the rea-
pondenta• expectation from a physician on information about the 
patient's condition. 
Yea 
No 
TABLE 36.--Responses of the two groupa to question 
44: Do you think a sood physician ahould give the 
patient full information about his condition and 
explain it carefully? 
Japaneae Mexican To tala 
29 36 ,, 
5 1 6 
Uncertain 16 13 29 
Total• 50 50 100 
There is no statistically significant difference between 
ethnicity and expectation from a doctor for infor.ation about 
the patient'• condition. Although more than half of the rea-
pondenta from each group think that the physician abould ~ive 
full information about the patient's condition, a large number 
of them think that whether the physician should sive full infor-
mation or not depends on the case. The reasons for the previous 
question are preaent•d in the next table, Table 37. 
A study done by Coser1 on the patient's attitudes 
towards hospitals and doctors depicts that the patients who are 
1Roae L. Coaer, Apple, .o.p •• ._c_i_t_., PP• 154-172. 
TABLE ,7.--Th• reaaona for question 44 
Yes, because a patient can take care 
of' himself and make future plana 
Yea, because truth sivea peace 
of' mind 
Yea, becauae a patient has a right 
to know about hie condition 
Yea, becauae it ia a mutual under-
standing between a doctor and a 
patient 
No, becauae a patient ia not in a 
condition to judge what is told by 
a doctor 
No, because the ahock ia too hi& 
No, because it should not be full 
but adequate inf'ormation 
Uncertain, because it depends upon 
a patient and/or a illneaa 
Uncertain, becauae it depends upoa 
a doctor 
Uncertain, because it depends upon 
a caae but he likea to know 
Total• 
.Japanese 
8 
9 
10 
0 
1 
1 
' 
10 
1 
5 
6C 
Mexican Total a 
6 lit 
13 
21 31 
5 
' 
0 1 
1 2 
0 
' 
11 21 
1 2 
1 6 
50 98 
classified aa inatruaentel expect a doctor to have a prof'eaaion~ 
and acientif'ic competence while the patients who are claaaified 
as primary expect a doctor to provide them with kindness and 
love. 
TABLE 38.--Reaponses o£ the two groups to question 
43: Which do you expect a doctor to be? ProCes-
sional man? Or dispenser of protection and love? 
Japanese Mexican Totals 
Professional man 39 lt4 83 
Dispenser of protection and love 6 6 12 
Both 5 0 5 
Totals 50 50 100 
In •odern tDedicine a doctor is recognized as a prof••-
sional man who has enough confidence in his scientific field 
where personal relationship ia regarded as a secondary purpose 
and indifference of emotional involvement is encouraged. There-
fore, it is expected that the respondents who regard a doctor as 
a professional man are more likely to accept modern medicine. 
The majority of the respondents of both groups expect a doctor 
to be a proCessional and no differences between the two groups 
are rouad. In api te or the ef'forts 1nade by the researcher to 
let the respondents make a choice as to their view of what 
should be a doctor's role, Japanese respondents were unable to 
do so. 
The respondents• attitudes toward a sy•ptomatic concern 
is measured on the basis of the assumption that those who are 
more health-conscious as to the meaning of syMptoms are more 
likely to check the diagnosis and the treat•ent or one doctor 
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against the opinions of other specialists in the field even when 
pain is relieved. 
TABLE 39.--Responsea of the two groups to question 
47: Generally, even when your pain is relieved, 
do you tend to chee~ the diagnosis and treatment 
of one doctor againat the opinions of other 
specialists in the rteld? 
Japanese Mexican Totals 
Yes 
No 
Totals 
23 
27 
50 
27 
23 
50 
50 
50 
100 
This f'inding does not show a correlation between ethni-
city and the cross-checking of the diagnosis and the treatment 
in coaparison to Zborowski's1 :findings that Jewish patients are 
more inclined to cross-check with other doctors than the Italian 
patients. The reasons for agreement and diaagree•ent with 
question 47 are given by the respondents. As Table 40 indicl\tes, 
many respondents do check the dia.gnosia and treatment of one 
doctor againat the opinions of other specialists in the field• 
because they like to make sure or deny what is told by one 
doctor, whereas many other respondent• do not cross-check, 
because they have full conf'idence in a doctor. 
1 
Mark Zborowski, Jaco, op, c!t,, pp, 256-278. 
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TABLE 4o.--The reaaons for question 47 
Japanese Mexican Totals 
Y4UJ' bec.auoe be lik41hl to make sur• 
or deny what ia told by a doctor 1 13 20 
Yea, because he likes to get more 
inf'orma tion 5 4 9 
Yes, because he can cure illness 
more quickly (doctor• Hlake errors) 3 7 10 
Yes, because he can remove doubts 
about disaatiafaction 8 3 11 
No, because he luus full confidence 
in a doctor 21 17 38 
No, because there is no uae after 
pain is reliev•d 5 3 8 
No, because the doctor he has is 
alway a right 0 3 3 
Totals 49 50 99 
-
Ster.o1 points out the role of specialization in modi-
cine; "Progresa in medicine has been accelerated by specializa-
tion which :facilitates conceptional refinements and develops the 
manipulative accuracy, speed, and skill which are impossible 
when the onergiea of' the phyaician are dif'fuaed." Due to the 
advances of •edicine, specialization is also encouraged, and its 
existence and use is evaluated highly. 
1Bernard J. Stern, "The Specialist and General Practi-
tioner," Jaco, op. cit., PP• 352-360. 
Tea 
No 
TABLE 41.--Reaponaea of the two groups to quea-
tion 482 In your opinion, is there any advantage 
in eonaulting a apeeialiat rather than a general 
practitioner? 
Japan••• Mexican Total a 
49 
"' 
98 
1 0 1 
Uncertaia 0 1 1 
Total a so so 100 
Table 41 abowa that the oYerwhel•ing majority of the 
reapondenta fro• both groupa recognize the advantage in con-
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sulting a apeeialiat rather than a general practitioner. There 
are no sianificant diCferences found between the Japanese and 
the Mexicana. 
Ia relatioa to the previous queation, whether the rea-
pondenta prefer to have their Ca•ily doctor (i£ they have one) 
examine thea before contacting a apecialiat ia aaked. Lately 
there exista a tendency not to have a fa•ily doctor who is a 
general practitioner because o£ the acarcity o£ general practi-
tionera and because o£ the tendency aaong lay people to conault 
with apecialiata directly. Tboae who prefer to conault with a 
apecialiat are coaaidered to be more likely to accept the 
advancea in modern medicine. Aa Table 42 showa, both groups o£ 
the Japaneae and the Mexican• have great inclination toward the 
preference of conaulting a faaily doctor before contacting a 
specialist. There exist no aignificant differences between the 
two groupa. 
Yea 
No 
Total a 
TABLE 42.--Reaponsea of the two groupa to ques-
tion 49: Would you prefer to have your family 
doctor (if you have one) examine you before 
contacting a apecialiat? 
Japan••• Mexican 
89 
11 
100 
Tbeae previoua two queations indicate that both groups 
of the Japan••• and the Mexican• realize the value and impor-
tance of apecialized medicine but prefer having a family doctor 
examine thea before contacting a apecialiat to conaulting a 
apecialist directly. 
The iamediacy of conaultiag a doctor after various 
ay•ptoma of illne•• are revealed ia teated to the reapondenta. 
It ia considered that the aooner a conaultation with a doctor 
takea place, the more a reapondent is likely to be health-
conacioua and to accept the advance• in modern medicine. 
Table• 43, 44, 4S, 46, 47, 48, 49, and SO ahow the atatiatical 
analyse• of reaponaes of the reapondenta to varioua symptom• 
in terms of the immediacy to ••• a doctor. The question• are 
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directly taken f'rom the questions on medical care used by the 
National Opinion Research Center. 1 
TABLB 4:;.--Responses of' the two groups to question 
50a: If' you have a symptom of' a cough any time 
during the day or night which lasts f'or three 
weeks, do you see a doctor t ... ediately? 
.Japanese Mexican Totals 
Yea 
"" 
'tl 85 
No 6 9 15 
Total a 50 50 100 
The ~aajority of' the respondents of' the Japanese and the 
Mexicans do consult a doctor iiiUIIediately in this instance. 
There are no signif'icaat dif'Cerences between the two groups. 
TABLE 44.--Responses of the two groups to question 
50b: If' you have a symptom of' getting tired t:or 
weeks at a ti•• Cor ne special reason, do you aee 
a doctor i ... ediately? 
Japaaeae Mexican Total a 
Yea 
'*' 
42 85 
No 7 8 15 
Totals so 50 100 
1Note: The queatiollJlaire was borrowed by the researcher 
Creaa a statisticiaa of' the National Opinioa Research Center. 
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The majority o£ the respondents of the two groups also 
see a doctor immediately after getting tired for weeks at a time 
for no special reason. There exist no differences between the 
Japan••• and the Mexicans. 
Yea 
lfe 
Total• 
TABLE lt5.--Reapon••• of' the two group• to queation 
50cl If you have a symptom of skin rash or 
breaking out on any part of' the body, do you see a 
doctor !•mediately? 
Japan••• Mexican To tala 
'' 17 
so so 100 
Skin raab aa a aympto. does not urce as large a number 
of the respondents as the other two above-.entioned symptom• to 
see a doctor immediately. Statistically significant difference• 
are not found between the two groups. 
Yea 
No 
Total• 
TABLE 46.--Reapoaaea of the two groups to question 
SOd: If you have a ayapton of diarrhea (loose 
bowel aove•ent) for tour or five days, do you see 
a doctor immediately? 
Japaa••• Mexican Totals 
"*' 
lt6 89 
7 
" 
11 
50 so 100 
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Diarrhea for ~our or five days is also a aymptom which 
urges the respondents of both groups to s6e a doctor immediately 
No aignificant differences exist between the Japanese and the 
Mexican respondents. 
Yea 
No 
TABL& 47.--Reaponsea of the two groupa to queation 
50e: If you have a symptom of shortness of breath 
even after 1isht work, do you ••• a doctor 
iiiUJlediately? 
Japaneae Mexican Tota1a 
'' 
39 72 
16 11 27 
Uncertain 1 0 1 
Total a 50 so 100 
Shortneaa oC breath even after light work, in apite of 
beins a aerioua •y•ptom fro. a medical point o£ view. encourage• 
a relatively ••all number of the reapondenta to conault a doctor 
as aoon aa poaaible. A correlation ethnicity and aeriouaneaa 
about the ay•ptom ia not found. 
Yea 
No 
Total a 
TABL& 48.--Reaponaea o£ the two groupa to queation 
50ta If you have a ay•pto• of uaexplained loaa ot 
oYer ten pounda in weight, do you ••• a doctor 
iiUiediately'l 
Japanese Mexican Total a 
Ito 
10 
50 
.39 
11 
50 
79 
21 
100 
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Unexplained loss o£ over ten pounds in weight ia regard-
ed aa an important meaaurement of' health by the r~apondenta o£ 
both groupa. No aignif'icant di£f'erencea are f'ound. 
Yea 
No 
Total• 
TABLE 49.--Reaponaea of' the two groupa to queation 
50&: If' you have a symptom of' repeated pains in 
or near the heart, do you see a doctor iamediately? 
Japaneae 
lt7 
' 
50 
Mexican Total a 
50 100 
The moat aerioualy recopized aymptom by both groupe ia 
repeated pain in or near the heart. The great ••jority of' the 
Japan••• and the Mexican• feel that thia ay•ptom ia serioua. 
The above table abowa no eisnificant difference• between the two 
Tea 
No 
Total a 
TABLE 50.--Reapoaaea o£ the two groups to question 
50b: If you have a aymptoa of aore throat or 
running no•• with a fever •• high aa 100• F Cor a 
day or more, do you ••• a doctor immediately? 
Japan••• Mexican Totals 
20 ,. 
'" '0 16 lt6 
50 50 100 
2 X - 7.88 (degree of' f'reedom - 1) lesa than .00.5 
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Among all the above-mentioned symptoms, the smalles 
proportions of the respondents see a doctor immedi~tely with a 
symptom o£ sore throat or running nose with a £ever as high as 
100• F £or a day or more. The symptom itself ia the least 
serious and the moat common among all the sy•ptoms presented 
here. Chi square analysis indicates that the Mexicans are atore 
inclined to ••• a doctor with the sytaptoa thaa are the Japan•••• 
The reaaona for not having seen a doctor at the time of 
illaeas are asked of the respondents: "People soaeti••• do not 
see a doctor with some reasons when perhaps they should. Think• 
ing back over your own experience, which of those reasons have 
ever kept you from seeking • doctor when perhaps you should 
have?" The reasons are: (1) You did not know any really good 
doctor; (2) You did not want to spend the money on a doctor 
unless you had to; (3) It might be painful--the doctor might 
burt you; (4) You were too busy to see a doctor; (5) The doctor 
might find somethina really wrong with you; (6) You did not 
think the doctor could help you any. The respondents who think 
that no reason has eYer kept thea, 'from seeing a doctor when they 
should are considered to be more h••1th-conscioua and more 
serious about illness. Questions 53a, 53b, 53c, 53d, 53e, and 
53£ are taken from the questions used on medical care by the 
National Opinion Research Center. 
Table 51 describes that among the two group~ the pro-
portion of the respondents who have failed to ••• a doctor with 
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some reaaona are larger than the proportions oC the respondent• 
who have always seen a doctor when they ahould. 
TABLE 51.--Tbe respondents who Cailed to see a 
doctor and the reapondenta who alwaya saw a 
doctor. 
Japaneae Mexican Totals 
Failed to see a doctor 30 
20 Never Cailed to see a doctor 
Totals so so 
TABLE 52.--Reaponaea oC the two groups to question 
53a: You did not ••• a doctor beccuse you did not 
know any really sood doctor. 
57 
"' 
100 
Japan••• Mexican Total a 
Tea 
No 
To tala 
8 
42 
50 
8 
42 
50 
16 
84 
100 
Only a aaall number oC the respondents give the reason 
oC not having seen a doctor because they did not know arty really 
good doctor. This is considered to be a relatively sound reaaon 
co•pared to others, because the selection o£ a good doctor ia an 
important Cactor Cor a good medical treatment. No signiCicant 
djCCerences between the two groups are Cound. 
Yea 
No 
Total• 
TABLE 53.--Reaponaea of the two groups to question 
53b: You did not see a doctor because you did not 
want to spend the money on a doctor unles.s you had 
to 
Japanese Mexican Totals 
1 15 16 
49 35 84 
50 50 100 
xa 
- 14.60 (dear•• of' f'reedom - 1) lea a than .oos 
Fif'teen Mexican• against one Japanese have not seen a 
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doctor because they did not want to apend the money on a doctor 
unless they had to. Here, it ia recognized that socio-economic 
elements influence the attitudea toward medical treatment. 
Statistical analysis indicatea the dif'f'erencea existing between 
the two groupa. 
TABLE 54.--Reaponaea of the two groups to queation 
53c: You did not ••• a doctor because it might be 
painf'ul--the doctor might hurt you 
Japan••• Mexican Totals 
Yea 
No 
To tala 
x2 - 4.16 (degree of' 
0 
.50 
.50 
f'reedor.a 
- 1) 
" 
4 
Z.6 96 
.50 100 
leail than .05 
~· ~----------------------~ 
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OC the respondents who have not seen a doctor because a 
doctor might hurt them, only four Mexicans again•t no Jap~neae 
are £ound; there exist eorrela tions between ethniei. ty and f'ear 
of pain in the medical treatment. 
Yea 
No 
Total a 
TABLE 55.--Reaponses o£ the two groups to question 
5'd: You did not see a doctor because you were 
too buay to ••• a doctor 
Japanese Mexican 
Male Female Total Male Female Total 
15 6 21 6 7 1' 
10 19 29 19 18 37 
25 25 50 25 25 50 
Total a 
,, 
66 
100 
A relatively large number o£ the Japanese males have not 
seen a doctor because they were too busy aa eo•pared to the num-
ber oC the Japanese Ceaalea, and Mexican males and females; no 
significant differences are t'ound between the two groups. 
Yea 
No 
Total a 
TABLE 56.--Responsea oC the two croups to question 
53e: You did not see a doctor because the doctor 
misht find something really wrong with you 
Japanese 
8 
42 
50 
Mexican 
10 
40 
50 
Total a 
18 
82 
100 
II 
Escapist attitudes from reality o£ not having seen a 
doctor because a doctor might find something really wrong with 
the respondents are not expressed by many respondents. No sign~ 
ficant differences are discovered between the two groups. 
Yea 
No 
Tetals 
TABLE 57.--Responses ~f the two groups to question 
53£: You did not see a doctor because you did not 
think that the doctor could help you any 
Japan••• 
2 
~8 
50 
Mexican 
50 
Total a 
5 
95 
100 
Only a small number of the respondent• ' express a !atali~ 
tic point of view, giving the reason of not having •••n a doctor 
because the doctor could not help them any. Hereupon, no 
statistical~y sicnificant differences are found between the two 
groups. 
Graham•• atudy1 on the re~ationsbip of socio-economic 
status, illness, and use o£ physicians and hospitals reveals 
that the proportions of people who see a doctor for routine phy-
sical examination decline with claaa rank, The majority of the 
respondents of the present study express the favorable attitudes 
toward medical cheek-ups. They find the check-ups necessary 
1Graha•, Jaco, op, cit., PP• 129-13%. 
mainly because illnese can be prevented rrom progressin~ and 
because good health is maintained by medical check-upa. 
TABLE 58.--Responses of the two groups to question 
56: Wb&t is your opinion on medical check-ups? 
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Japanese Mexican 1'otals 
It is &ood, because illness can 
be prevented f'rom progressing 28 31 59 
It is good, because good health 
is maintained 21 17 39 
It is good, but he is scared to 
know his serious illness 0 1 1 
It is not necessary 1 1 2 
Totals so .50 100 
In comparison with the number of' respondents who recog-
nize the importance and the necessity of' medical check-ups, the 
number of the respondents who have them in reality is smaller. 
There is no significant difference between the two groups. 
Table 59 indicates whether or not the respondents do, in fact, 
have medical check-ups and Table 60 presents the frequency of' 
regular check-ups if' the respondents have them. 
Yea 
No 
Totals 
TABLE .59.--Responses of' the two groups to question 
.57: Do you have a regular medical check-up? 
Japanese Mexican Totals 
'' 17 
26 
24 
50 
59 
41 
100 
.... 
TABLE 6o.--Frequency of a regular medical cheek-up 
by the respondents of the two groups 
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Japanese Mexican Totals 
Once in half' a year 
' 
2 5 
Once a year 22 20 42 
Once in two yeara 
' 
2 7 
Once in more than two years 
.3 2 
' 
Total a 33 26 59 
Table 60 11howa that the •ajori ty ot' the respondents who 
have a regular check-up do this once a year. 
How much interest do the reapondenta have i.tl advancea 
in modern medicine and health? Uo they read the health columna 
in newspapers on health? It is regarded that those who read the 
articles on health are oCten more likely to accept the advances 
in modern medicine which are explained in the articles by a 
medical proCessional. The following two questions are taken 
from the questions used on medical care by the National Opinion 
Research Center. Table 61 shows that the majority of the res-
pondents read health columns in newspapers often or occasionally. 
No significant differences exist between the Japanese and the 
Mexicans in terms of frequency of' reading health columns in 
newspapera. 
TABLE 61.--Responses of' the two groups to question 
S4: Do you read the health columns in newspapers 
and newspaper articles about health? 
Japanese Mexican Totals 
Frequently 21 18 39 
Only occasionally 23 28 51 
Hardly ever 6 4 10 
Totals 50 50 100 
In relation to the previous question, another question 
is asked of' the respondents whether the respondents have read 
as 
articles about health and medicine in magazines in the previous 
month of the interview. 
Yea 
No 
'l'otals 
TABLE 62.--Responses of the two groups to question 
55: Have you read any magazine columns or articles 
about be~lth and medicine in the last month? 
Japanese 
33 
17 
so 
Mexican 
25 
25 
50 
Totals 
100 
The larger number of the respondents read articles on 
health and medicine in the month prior to the intervi•w. There 
is no signi:fieant dif'f'erence between the Japanese and Mexican 
respondents. 
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SUIDIDafY 
Findings o£ this chapter are as Collows; 
1. The majority o£ the respondents o£ both groups do 
not think that the instruments in the doctor's o££ice or in the 
hospital cause £ear in the•. 
2. Although the majority o£ the respondents in both 
groups do not depend upon herbs or ani•al parts when they are 
sick, the Japanese are less likely to depend upon herbs or ani• 
mal parts than are the Mexicans. 
'· The maJority o£ the respondents oC both groups think 
that as a patient they should always do quietly whatever the phy 
sician says or directs them to do while they are under his care. 
4. The .. Jority oC the respondents o£ both groups think 
that a good physician should give the patient Cull in£ormation 
about his condition.:.and explain it careCully. 
5. The •aJority oC the respondents o£ both groups ex-
pect a doctor to be a proCessional man. 
6. Whereas the majority oC the Japanese do not tend to 
check the diagnosis and treat•ent oC one doctor against the 
opinion oC other specialists in the Cield when their pain is 
relieved, the maJority oC the Mexicans tend to check them. 
SigniCicant diCCerences are not Cound. 
7. The •ajority oC the respondents oC both groups think 
that there is some advantaae in consulting a specialist rather 
than a eneral ractitioner. 
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8. The •ajority of the respondents of both groups prefe1 
to have their family doctor examine the• before consulting a 
specialist. 
9· The aajority of the respondents of both groups see a 
doctor iiDJIIediately it' they have a symptom ot' a cough any time 
during the day or niaht which lasts for three weeks. 
10. The majority of the respondents of' both groups see 
a doctor immediately if they have a sy•ptom of getting tired for 
weeks at a time for no special reason. 
11. The majority of the respondents of both groups see 
a doctor immediately if they have a syaptom of skin rash or 
breaking out on any part ot' the body. 
12. The majority of the respondents of both groups see 
a doctor immediately it' they have a syaptom of diarrhea for four 
or five days. 
13. The majority of the respondents of both groups see 
a doctor immediately if they have a ayapto• of shortness of 
breath eYen after liaht work. 
1~. The aaajority of the respondents of' both groups aee 
a doctor immediately if they have a symptom of unexplained loaa 
of over ten pounds in weight. 
15. The majority of the respondents of both groups see 
a doctor immediately if they have a symptom of repeated pains in 
or near the heart. 
16. Whereas the majority of the Mexicans see a doctor 
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immediately if they have a symptom of sore throat or running nose 
with a fever as hish as 1oo• r for a day or more, the majority of 
the Japanese do not. Tbe Mexicans are more likely to see a doc-
tor immediately with this symptom than are the Japanese. 
17. The majority of the respondents of both groups did 
not fail to see a doctor for the reason that they did not know 
any really good doctor. 
18. Although the .. jority of the respondents of' both 
groups did not fail to see a doctor for tbe , reason that they did 
not want to spend the money on a doctor unless they had to, the 
Japanese are less likely to have failed to sae a doctor for this 
reason than are the Mexicans. 
19. Although the majority of the respondents of both 
groups did not fail to see a doctor for the reason that they 
were afraid or pain in the process of medical treat•ent, the 
Japanese are less likely to have failed to see a doctor for this 
reason than are the Mexicans. 
20. The majority of the respondents of both groups did 
not fail to see a doctor for the reason that they were too busy 
to see a doctor. 
21. Tbe majority of the respondents o£ both groups did 
not fail to see a doctor for the reason that the doctor misht 
f'ind ao•ething really wrong with them. 
22. The majority of the respondents of both groups did 
not fail to see a doctor for the reason that the doctor eould 
not help them any. 
23. The majority o£ the respondents of both groups 
think that medical check-ups are good, because illness can be 
prevented from progressing. 
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24. The majority of the respondents of both groups have 
a regular medical check-up once a year. 
25. The majority of the respondents of both groups read 
the health columns in newspapers and newspaper articles about 
health frequently or occasionally. 
26. The majority of the Japanese and hal£ o£ the Mexi-
cans have read articles about health and medicine in magazines 
in the previous month of the interview. 
The above f'indinss show that only four out of' twenty-six 
items support Hypothesis II. and the cause of the attitudinal 
differences found in these four items cannot be determined to 
be ethnicity unless social £actors such as age and education 
proved to be influential. 
The •ajority of' the respondents from both groups express 
a great desree of' acceptance of' the advances in 1aodern medicine. 
It might be possible to consider that the main reason for this 
is due to the fact that the respondents are selected from the 
population of a metropolis where the advances in various fields 
are firstly introduced, and where these advances are followed 
and exploited by its dwellers. Through a mass communication 
system, urban dwellers quickly grasp the various aspects of 
modern science, and their knowledge of newly introduced tech-
niques and materials leads them to accept advances in modern 
science easily. 
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CHAPTER VI 
A COMPARISON OF ATTITUOgs OF JAPANESE-AMERICANS AND 
MEXICAN-AMERICANS TOWARD MEDICINE IN GENERAL 
This chapter investigates the attitudes o£ Japanese-
Americana and Mexican-Aaericans toward various aspects of medi-
cine in general without reference to the two hypotheses. 
The respondents, wbo have been hospitalized in the recen 
past, are asked about their hospital experiences and their selec 
tion o£ the physician before their last hospitalization. Th• " 
respondents' attitudes toward medical care and hospital care are 
explored together with their general ideas on physicians and 
hospitals. 
The questions (25, 25A, 26, 27, 28, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 
35, 36, 38, 38A, 388, 39, 39A, 398, 40, 41, 42, 45, 46, 51, and 
58) are related to various aspects of attitudes toward medicine 
in generala such as, attitudes toward medical care, hospital 
care, health insurances, and socialized medicine. 
Last Hospitalization Experiences of the For.er 
.Pat!ents o£ Japanete and Mexican Oriain 
The date and the duration o£ the last hospitalization 
together with the name of the hospital and the na•e of the ill-
ness are asked of the respondents. 
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TABLE 63.--Responses of Japanese-Americans and 
Mexican-Americans in the Chicago area to ques-
tion 3la: When were you lasttreated in the 
hospital? Please specify date. 
Japanese Mexican 
1962-1967 18 30 
1957-1961 8 11 
1952-1956 9 It 
1947-1951 6 4 
1942-1946 
' 
1 
19:57-1941 
' 
0 
BeCore 1936 1 0 
Totals 50 50 
Totals 
%8 
19 
13 
10 
6 
' 1 
100 
Table 64 presents the type of illness the respondents 
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had at the last hospitalization. Illnesses are largely classi-
fied into aedical and suraical diseases, subdivided into acute 
and chronic diseases, and thea subdivided into mild, moderate, 
and severe disease. Mild disease does not cause pain and is not 
life threatening, aoderate disease is major illness but does not 
involve mortality, serious but fairly easily controlled, though 
pain and disease itself can develop to severeness, and severe 
disease causes severe pain and is life threatening. As is 
shown in Table 64, the majority of the respondents had surgical 
acute and chronic diseases with moderate severeness. 
The duration of the hospitalization is presented in 
Table 65. The majority of the respondents :from both groups were 
confined in the hospital for four days to two weeks. 
TABLE 64.--Responses of' the two groups to question 
3lb: When were you last treated in the hospital? 
Please specity your illness. 
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Japanese Mexican Totals 
Medicine 
Medicine 
Medicine 
Medicine 
Medicine 
Medicine 
Surgery 
Surgery 
Surgery 
Surgery 
Surgery 
Surgery 
Totals 
acute mild 2 1 
acute moderate 
' 
5 
acute seYere 1 0 
chronic mild 3 
' chronic moderate 2 It 
chronic severe 1 0 
acute mild 
" ' acute moderate 22 15 
acute severe 1 5 
chronic mild 2 It 
chronic moderate 9 9 
chronic severe 0 1 
50 50 
TABLE 65:--Responses of' the two groups to question 
3le: When '"are you last treated in the hospital? 
How long were you in the hospital? 
w' 
' 8 1 
6 
6 
1 
7 
37 
6 
6 
18 
1 
100 
Japanese Mexican Tot~als 
Less than 3 days 4 9 13 
4 te 7 days 19 16 
'' 8 te 14 daya 20 14 
,,. 
2 weeks to 1 aonth 5 
" 
9 
More than 1 month 2 5 7 
More than 6 months 0 1 1 
More than 1 year 0 1 1 
Totals 50 50 100 
Types of hospitals are classified into (1) private hos-
pitals, (2) Governaental hospitals, includins Veterans' Adminia-
tration hospitals, county hospitals, and hospitals attached to 
state universities, and (3) Army, Navy, or Marine hospitals and 
hospitals in relocation centers during the last war. The major-
ity ot the respondents were confined in private hospitals. 
TABLE 66.--Responses of the two groups to question 
3ld: When were you last treated in the hospital? 
Please specify the name ot the hospital. 
Japanese Mexican Totals 
Private hospitals 44 43 87 
Governsental hospitals 0 2 2 
Array, Navy, or Marine hospitals 
and Ca•p hospitals during the 
war 6 5 11 
Totals 50 50 100 
The statistical analysis of the respondents' opinions on 
the number of visits by the doctor at their last hospitalization 
indicates that the majority ot the respondents were satisfied 
with the number of visits by the doctor. There are no statiati-
cal differences between the two groups. 
Ot the tour respondents who think that the number of 
visits by the doctor were not enough to take care of the kind of 
pain or diacoaafort they were experiencing, one Japanese states 
that the pain did not leave soon, one Japanese states that she 
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needed more personal attention, and one Japanese and one Mexican 
state that the doctor should have come more often. 
TABLE 67.--Reaponaea of the two groups to question 
32: Were the nWDber of visits by your doctor, in 
your opinion, enough to take care of the kind of 
pain or discomfort you were experiencing? 
Japanese Mexican Totals 
Yes 
No 
Totals 
47 
3 
50 
49 
1 
50 
TABLE 68.--Reaponaes of the two groups to question 
32: Please specify the number of visits by your 
doctor. 
100 
Japanese J.le:xican Totals 
More than once • day 7 It 11 Once • day Ito ltl 81 Less than once a day 3 5 8 
Totals 50 50 100 
Table 68 shows that the majority of: the respondents from 
both groups specif'y the Tisi ts by the doctor as on.ce a day. 
The everwhelming majority of' the respondents of' th~ 
Japanese and the Mexicans had confidence in the doctor who 
treated them. There are no differences f'ound between the 
Japanese and the Mexicans. 
I ; 
" . 
TABLE 69.--Reaponses of the two groups to question 
33: Did you have confidence in the doctor who 
treated you or did you harbor any doubts? 
Japanese Mexican Totals 
Confidence 
Uoubts 
48 
2 
97 
' 
Totals 50 50 100 
Out of three respondents who h4rbored aoae doubts about 
the doctor, one Mexican gives the reason that the reputation of 
the doctor was not so good, one Mexican gives the reaaon that 
the doctor was not famili~r with him, and one Japanese gives the 
reason that the doctor diagnosed his illness incorrectly. 
The following three tables present the decrees of satis-
faction expressed by the respondents of L>oth groups with the 
doctor in terns of nature of symptoms, prognosis, and relief. 
Yes 
No 
To tala 
TABLE 70.--Heaponses of the two groups to question 
34aa When the doctor visited you, did he give you 
the kind of satisfaction you wanted in terms of 
the nature of symptoms? 
Japanese Mexican Totals 
47 
' 
50 
49 
1 
100 
Yes 
No 
Totals 
Yes 
No 
TABLE 71.--Reaponsea of the two groups 
34b: When the doctor visited you, did 
the kind of satisfaction you wanted in 
nature of prognosis? 
to question 
he give you 
terms of the 
97 
Japanese Mexican Totals 
47 
' 
50 
46 
4 
50 
TABLE 72.--Responses of the two groups to question 
34c; When the doctor visited you, did he give you 
the kind of satisfaction you wanted in terms of 
the nature of relief? 
93 
7 
100 
Japanese Mexican Totals 
't8 
2 
50 
lt8 
50 100 
Tables 70, 71, and 72 indicate that the great majority 
of the respondents were satisfied with the doctor in terms of th4 
nature of the symptoms, prognosis, and relief. There exist no 
differences between the two groups concerning their satisfaction 
with the doctor. 
The respondents were asked whether they directed the 
physician's attention to some aspect of illness. Pratt, 
,.I 
Seligmann, and Reader1 point out that the off'ectjve doctor-
patient relationship is associated with the level. of' patient's 
participation with the doctor. 
Tea 
No 
TABLE 73.--Responses of the two groups to question 
36: When you were in the hospital, did you direct 
the physician's attention to some aspect of~ur 
illness? 
Japanese Mexican 
13 9 ,, l.il 
Uncel~tain 1 0 
Totals .50 .50 
x2 - .93 (degree of :freedom - 1} more than .25 
Totals 
22 
17 
1 
100 
He statistically signif'icant dif:ferences are f'ound 
between tbe two groups. As Table 74 presents, the majority of' 
the respondents did not direct the physician's attention to s~me 
aspect of illness because there was no ~ecessity to do so. 
Aa to the medical care the respondents received fro• the 
doctor, the previous tables show that the aajority of' the 
respondents were satisfied with the doctor. 
Table 7.5 presents the respondents' perception of the 
doctor's personal interest in them at their last hospitalization 
1 Pratt, Seligmann, and Reader, Jaco, op. cit., pp. 222-9 
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TABLE 74.--Kxplanation o£ the two group a on 
question 36: When you were in the hospital, 
did you direct the physician's attention to 
some aspect o£ illness? 
Japanese Mexican Totals 
, I 
No, there was no necessity 36 ltl 77 
Yes, about af'ter ef'£ect ot injection 2 0 2 
Yes, about disability of' breathina, 
eating and sleeping 2 4 6 
Yes, about outcome of operation such 
as pain and excess bleeding 5 4 9 
Yes, about pain or rash on other 
parts of' the body 4 0 4 
Yes, about tbe pain the doctor could 
not diagnose 0 1 1 
Totals lt9 50 99 
TA.BL.It 75.--Responses o£ the two groups to question 
35: Did you £eel that the doctor took a personal 
interest in you? 
Japanese Mexican 'fotals 
Yes 44 45 89 
No 6 
' 
11 
Totals 50 50 100 
The majority of the respondents from the two groupe felt 
that the doctor took a personal interest in them against the 
finding by K.oos1 on metropolis residents who criticized that 
1 Koos, OJ>e cit., PP• 1551-1557. 
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modern technical-centered medical practice lacks any human 
warmth. Ten out ot: eleven respondents who did not f'eel that the 
doctor took a personal interest in the• give reasons. Three 
Japanese state that the doctor did not pay them special atten-
tion, two Japanese and three Mexicans state that the doctor was 
too busy, one Mexican states that the doctor had more serious 
cases than his own, and one Mexican states that the doctor did 
not come to see him often. 
The selection o£ the doctor prior to the last hospitali-
zation is asked ot: the respondents. 
TABL& 76.--Respoasea o£ the two groups to question 
;5.8; 'Prior to hospitalization, bow did you choose 
your doctor? 
Family doctor 
Specialist other than f'amily doctor 
Specialist recommended by t:amily 
doctor 
Doctor recommended by hospital 
No particular doctor 
Japanese 
lit 
15 
8 
It 
9 
50 
Mexican 
18 
8 
11 
5 
8 
Totals 
32 
23 
19 
9 
17 
100 
All the respondents of' both groups who bad selected the 
doctor prior to their hospitalization except the respondents who 
bad a doctor recommended by the hospital or who were assigned to 
the doctor were treated by the same doctor at:ter their 
1: 
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hospitalization. The reasons of the respondents' choice of the 
doctor are given. 
TABLE 77.--Responses of the two groups to question 
38b: What was the reason of your selection of the 
doctor? 
Mexican Totals 
The doctor has been a family d~ctor 
for a lons ti•e 
The doctor lives in the neighborhood 
The doctor is good 
The doctor speaks the same language 
(belongs to the sa•e ethnic group) 
The doctor has a manner and interest 
in patients 
Reputation of the medical institution 
the doctor belongs to is good 
The doctor is reco••ended by another 
doctor whose opinion is trustworthy 
No special reason (first trial of 
the doctor) 
Totals 
8 
2 
10 
0 
' 
1 
2 
9 
0 
5 
' 
1 
' 
11 
,, 
17 
2 
15 
7 
1 
6 
18 
6 
72 
With regard to the experiences the respondents had with 
the doctor at the last hospitalization their satisfactory res-
ponses are •anifested according to the previous tables. In 
addition, the respondents are asked whether they wish to return 
to the hospital in which they were previously confined and to 
sa•e doctor by whom they were treated. 
TABLE 78.--Responses of' the two groups to question 
4oa: Should you beco•e ill, would you like to 
return to the hospital in which you were previously 
conf'ined? 
102 
Japanese Mexican Total a 
Yea 
No 
Totals 
x2 - 14.12 
' 
30 
20 
50 
(degree of' Creedom - 1) 
46 76 
It 24 
50 100 
less than .005 
Although the l,.ar.S"er nw.ber of' the respondents -; t'ro. both groups 
F-• ,. -. ·, 
express that they wish to return to the same hospital, there are 
sianif'icant dif'f'erences between the two groups. A t'airly larse 
nuaber of' the respondents who do not wish to return to the same 
hospital explain their reasons. 
TABLE 79.--Reaaons ot the respondents who do not 
want to return to the same hospital to which 
they were previously conf'ined 
Japanese Mexican 
11le hospital is too f'ar or not 
existing 8 2 
The hospital bas a bad acco•oda-
tion or a bad atmosphere 9 1 
The hospital baa a low ratin& 
aaaong all the hospitals 1 0 
Another hospital is more pref'erable 2 1 
Totals 20 It 
" 
Totals 
10 
10 
1 
3 
24 
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Alao, a fairly large number of the respondents express 
that they do not wish to return to the same doctor. There exist 
no dif:ferencea between the Japanese and the f.Jexicans. 
Yea 
No 
Total a 
TABLE 8o.--Responsea of the two groups to question 
40b: Should you become ill, would you like to 
return to the same doctor? 
Japanese Mexican 
'" 
41 
16 9 
50 50 
2 X • 2.62 (degree of' freedom - 1) aore than .1 
Totals 
75 
25 
100 
The reasons given by the :foraer patients who do not wiah 
to return to the aaae doctor are presented in Table 81. 
The 
TABLE 81.--Reaaona ot' the respondents who do not 
want to return to the aaae doctor by whoa they 
were previously treated 
Japanese Mexican 
doctor is not available (moved• 
retired, or dead) 10 7 
The doctor is too old or not good 2 2 
The doctor is not the f'a•ily doctor 
' 
. ... 0 
Any doctor is the same 1 0 
Total a 16 9 
Totals 
17 
" 
' 1 
25 
104 
Ae to returning to the same hospital, the majority of 
the reasons are divided into inaccessibility of the hospital and 
bad accommodations in the hospital, while as to returning to the 
same doctor, the majority of the reasons are concentrated in 
unavailability of the doctor. 
Only eleven respondents from both groups felt that their 
bodies were used for teaching purposes when they were treated 
previously. 
Yea 
No 
Totals 
Yea 
No 
Totals 
TABLE 82.--Reaponses of' the two groups to question 
'9: Have you ever felt that a particular doctor 
wbo waa treating you was uaing your body Cor 
teaching purposes? 
Japanese Mexican Total• 
' 
"' 
50 50 
TABLE 83.--Reaponaea of the two groupa to question 
39a: If yea, were you entirely satisfied with 
your treat•ent? 
11 
89 
100 
Japaneae Mexican Totals 
" 1 
5 
6 
0 
6 
10 
1 
11 
TABLE 84.--Responses ot the two groups to question 
39b: If' yea, did you resent the secondary purpose? 
105 
Japanese Mexican Totals 
Yes 1 0 1 
No It 6 10 
Totals 5 6 11 
The respondents, with the exception of' one Japanese 
Cemale, whose bodies were used for teaching purposes were aatis• 
1'ied with their ~aedica1 treat~aent and did not resent the 
secondary purpose. 
General Ideas on Hospitals, Patients, and Doctors of the 
Fo~er Patients of Japanese and Mexican Origin 
The dislike of the Japaaese and the Mexicans f'or the 
i~apersonal atmosphere and for the separation from the family in 
a hospital are asked of' the respondents. While the respondents 
are conf'ined in a hospital do they aind or dislike the impersona 
atmosphere of the hospita l where eff'iciency rather than personal 
attention is encoura&ed, and do they mind or dislike the separa-
tion f'ro• f'amily because of' the f'act that they, being patients, 
are surrounded by the secondary groups of' people, who are diff'er 
ent from the primary groups of' people such as members of the 
1'aaily? 
I 
I > 
; 
'! 
I 
Yes 
No 
Totals 
TABLE 85.--Responses of' the two groups to question 
30a: Do you dislike impersonal atmosphere of the 
hospi.tal? 
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Japanese Mexican Tetals 
50 50 100 
The •ajority of the respondents of the two groups 
express that they do not aind or dislike the impersonal atmo•-
phere of the hespital. 
Yes 
No 
Tetals 
TABLE 86.--Responses of the two groups to question 
30b: Do you mind separation from f'amily in the 
hospital? 
Japanese Mexican Totals 
9 
ltl 
50 
22 
28 
50 
x2 • 7.90 (degree of' Creede. - 1) less than .005 
31 
69 
100 
There are signif'icant diff'erences between the Japanese 
and the Mexicans in terma of' their dislike of separation from 
family while they are confined in a hospital. The Mexicans are 
more likely to aind or dislike the separation fro• the family 
than are the Japanese. 
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What ideas do the respondents have on a "good hospital 
patient"? Every respondent gives one or more ideas on a good 
hospital patient. As Table 87 shows, a large number or the 
respondents think that a patient should tollow the order and re-
gulations and should demand as little and ask as little atten-
tioa as possible. 
TABLE 87.--Responses or the two groups to question 
~21 Who is a good hospital patient? 
Japan••• Mexican Teta1s 
One who cooperates with aedical start 
and gives little trouble 
One rho follows order and regulations 
One who demands as little and asks as 
little attention as possible 
One who trusts a doctor and gives hia 
a chance to of'rer enough help 
One who respects hospital staf'£ and is 
considerate of' them with appreciation 
One who gives honest answers to the 
doctor and does not keep every thins 
in mind 
One who considers other patients and 
gets aleng with thea 
One who acta normally and understands 
the situation 
One who contrels the pain and does 
not becoMe e•otional 
One who is patient, pleasant, relaxed, 
ca1a, and quiet 
Totals 
12 
24 
20 
5 
2 
' 
82 
10 
22 
15 
1 
5 
2 
.5 
1 
15 
80 
22 
46 
'' 6 
8 
10 
8 
19 
162 
108 
One or more suggestions for i•provement o£ the patient's 
comfort in a hospital are made by each of twenty-seven Japanese 
respondents and seventeen Mexican respondents. Table 88 indi-
cates that aany respondents suggest more help and personal atten• 
tion to patients. 
TABLE 88.--Respon11es o:C the two groups to question 
41: Are there any suggestions that you would care 
to aake £or a possible i•provement of the patient's 
comfort in a hospital? 
Japanese Mexican Totals 
Efficiency and courtesy of medical 
staff to a patient 5 
More help and more personal attention 12 
Mere explanation trom a doctor 2 
Better judge~aent of uursea 1 
Confidence and better care by nurses 
and nurses• aides 1 
More privacy 1 
More comfortable resulations, such as 
later waking hour and more visiting 
hours 5 
More comfortable atmosphere, such as 
air conditioning and selection of the 
color of walls 2 
Better aecoamodation such as wore roema, 
better food, seclusion of serious 
patients' rooms, and more bath rooms 4 
Better eoamunication system such as 
interphone 1 
More efficiency of medical treatment 
by electric equipment 1 
Totals :S5 
2 
6 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
20 
7 
18 
' 2 
2 
1 
8 
' 
7 
1 
1 
55 
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What ideas do the respondents have on doctors in genera]J 
Whereas the majority of the respondents feel that doctora are 
generally dedicated to their proCession and have a sincere 
interest and desire to help people, a f'airly large number o£ the 
respondents believe that some doctors are careless in attitudes 
toward and treatment of the sick. 
TABLE 89.--Reaponsea of: the two groups to question 
\5: Do you feel that doctors are generally dedi-
cated to their proCession and have a sincere 
interest and desire to help people? 
Japanese Mexican Totals 
Yea lt6 lt6 
No 
' 
3 
Uncertain 1 1 
Total a 
Yea 
No 
50 50 
TABL& 90.--Responses of the two groups to question 
\6s Do you believe that any doctors are carel~ss 
in attitude and treatment towards the sick? 
Japanese Mexican 
19 21 
27 25 
Uncertain It It 
Totals so .50 
92 
6 
2 
100 
Totals 
Ito 
52 
8 
100 
The reasons why the reapondents believe that soae doctor• 
are carelesa in attitude and treatment toward the sick are questioned 
TABLE 91.--Reasons Cor believing that some doctors 
are careless in attitude and treatment towards the 
sick 
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Japanese Mexican Totals 
Some doctors refuse house calla 
Some doctors diagnose incorrectly, 
jump to conclusions without enough 
examination 
Some doctors are inconsistent in 
explanations and give unsatisfac-
tory inform.tion 
Some doctors have attitude of doing 
a special favor Cor a patient and 
do not care fer him as a patient 
Some doctors are irresponsible in the 
way that they leave a patient while 
they are taking a vacation 
Some doctors are over-interested in 
money 
Some doct~rs are prejudiced against 
patients accordin« to race and class 
There must be some careless doctors 
but they were not encountered 
through the last experience 
Totals 
1 
' 
0 
0 
2 
1 
0 
14 
Health Insurance of the Former Patients 
of Japanese and Mexican Origin 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
19 
Since medical treatment demands such a high expense, 
health insurance is recognized as beiBg helpful to those who 
2 
10 
2 
2 
1 
9 
•ust uadergo medical treatment. How much value do the respond-
ants place on purchasing health insurances ~or fear that they 
' I, 
! 
I~ 
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should be reluctant to receive necessary medical care in ease of 
encountering ~ome serious illnesses and injuries? Except for 
one respondent from each group, the greatest majority of the 
respondents of the Japanese and Mexicans own some kind of health 
insurances. Types of health insurances are specified by the 
respondents. 
TABLE 92.--Responses of the two groups to question 
25 and 25A: Do you have health insurance? If yes, 
please specify. 
Japanese Mexican Totals 
Hospital and surgical 0 1 1 
Hospital, surgical and medical 17 37 54 
Hospital, surgical and other(a) 1 0 1 
Hospital, surgical, medical and 
other(s) 31 11 42 
No insurance 1 1 2 
Totals 50 50 100 
Means of purchasing health insurance is examined. Al-
though the majority of both groups purchase their health insur-
ance through the occupation they or their spouses hold, the Mexi• 
cans show a more marked tendency to do so than the Japanese. 
Yes 
No 
Both 
Totals 
TABLE 93.--Responses of the two groups to question 
26: Has any health insurance you own been pur-
chased through your company? 
Japanese Mexican Totals 
31 4.4 75 
12 0 12 
6 2 tl 'i9 7i9 
x2 
- 9.18 (dea:ree of freedOID - 1) leas than .oos 
ll 
' 
I I 
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Means o£ the medical payaent is asked o£ the respondents, 
the •ajority o£ whom answer that insurance and their savings pay 
every medical cost involved. 
'EAUl.E 94. --Res}>onsea ot• tbe two groups to question 
27: Should you become ill, how would you meet the 
medical coats involvedZ 
Japanese Mexican Totals 
Insurance 7 6 13 
Insurance and savings 42 43 85 
Other(s) 0 1 1 
No answer 1 0 1 
Tetala 50 50 100 
Opiniens on socialized medicine are asked of tho res-
pondents. A fairly larae nuaber of: the Japanese and the aaajorit~ 
of the Mexicans are classified as "uncertain," because they are 
not aware of the term itael£ or ita meaning. Di££erences are 
found between the two groupe. 
TABLE 95.--Reaponeea of the two groupe to question 
28: Are you in favor of socialized medicine? 
Japanese Mexican Total a 
Yea 
No 
Uncertain 
Totals 
15 
22 
13 
50 
7 
10 
33 
50 
x2 - 16.oo (degree of freedom - 1) leas than .005 
100 
I 
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l<;xp.lanat:ions of approval or disapvroval :for socialized 
medicine arn giv6n by the respondents. Although the reasons for j 
upproval o£ socialized medicine are given with variety, the 
reason t:or disapproval is represented by, "The needy are able to 
get medical attention." 
TABLE 96.--H.easons :for being in approval or 
disapproval of socialized medicine 
Japanese Mexican Totals 
Fuvor, because the needy are able to 
get the medical attention 
Favor, because medical c::ost is kept 
down 
Favor, because all doctors are same 
Favor, because everybody should have 
his reapon6ibili ty to pay his tnedical 
expenses 
Ois:tavor, because many are able to 
pay medical expenses 
Disfavor, because medicine should be 
:free enterprise (socialized medicine 
will bring socialism) 
Disfavor, because private care is 
better 
Disfavor, because there is no selec-
tion of' the doctor 
Disfavor, because doctors will not 
work hard 
Disfavor, because it will break up 
doctor-p~tient relationship 
Dis:tavor, because doctors are unable 
to get enough gain which causes 
shortage or doctors 
Disfavor, because people are li•ited 
to benef'its 
Totals 
13 
1 
1 
4 
2 
6 
1 
4 
0 
2 
0 
37 
5 
2 
0 
1 
1 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
17 
18 
' 1 
5 
5 
7 
1 
1 
4 
1 
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Attitudes of the Japaneae-A•ericana and Mex&can-~ericana 
Toward Medical Aid in Ho~ae Situations 
So•• people feel that it is necessary to see a doctor 
even if they think that they are able to cure sickness or injury 
by home therapy. The majority of the respondents, however, feel 
that it is not necessary to aee a doctor if they think they can 
cure the illness or injury by home therapy. Tbere are no differ· 
encea found between the two groups. 
Tea 
No 
Total a 
TABL& 97.--Responaea of the two groups to question 
51: If you think that you can cure sickness or 
injury by ho•• therapy, is it necessary to go to 
the doctor? 
Japanese Mexican Total a 
50 
11 
39 
50 
x2 • 1.78 (dearee of freedom - 1) more than .25 
17 
83 
100 
A relatively lara• number of the respondents of both 
groups call for pain relief using drucs. 
Yea 
No 
Totals 
TABLE 98.--Reaponsea ot the two groups to question 
58: When you have pain, do you call tor relief? 
Japanese Mexican Totals 
50 
:52 
18 
50 
66 
34 
100 
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Tables 97 and 98 show some tendency of' both groups to 
depend upon druca or ether kinds o£ •edical aida available at 
the ho•e situation without the doctor's care. 
swamea 
Findings oC this chapter are as follows: 
These are the findings o£ the last hospitalization 
experiences oC the Cor•er patients oC Japanese and Mexican 
origin: 
1. Tba majority of' the respondents of' both groups were 
satisfied with the number oC visits by the doctor. 
a. The •ajority oC the respondents of' both groups had 
confidence in tha doctor. 
'· The •ajority at the respondents of both groups were 
satiatiad with the doctor ia ter•• of' the aature of' symptoms, 
prognosis, and reliaC. 
4. The •ajority at the respondents of both groups did 
not direct the doctor's attention to soma aspect of illness 
because there was no necessity to do so. 
5. The majority oC the respondents of' both groups felt 
tha doctor took a personal interest in them. 
6. The •ajority of' tha respondents of' both groups 
selected the doctor prior to their hospitalization mainly be-
causa ot their Cull confidence in the doctor or Cull conf'idence 
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in the opinion oC another doctor who recoamended the doctor. 
7• The Mexicans are more likely to go back to the boa-
pital where they were previously confined than are the Japanese. 
8. The majority o£ the respondents o£ both groups wish 
to return to the same doctor by whoa they were previously 
treated. 
9· The aajority oC the respondents o£ both groups were 
not used Cor teaching purposes at their medical treat.ent. 
These are the !indincs or general ideas on hospitals, 
patients, and doctors o! the Coraaer patients or Japanese and 
Mexican oricina 
1. The majority oC the respondents of both groups do 
not •ind or dislike the impersonal atmosphere o£ the hospital. 
2. The Mexicans are more likely to mind or dislike the 
separation Cro• the Cami~y in a hospital than are the Japan•••• 
'· The majority or the respondents or both groups 
recard a "cood hospital patient" aa one who follows the order 
and regu~atiana and the one who demands and asks as little atten 
4. A fairly larae number or the respondents of both 
groups make suggestions for the i•prove•ent or the patients' 
co•fort which are represented by more help and more personal 
attention. 
5. The majority of the responden~s or both groups feel 
feel that doctors are senerally dedicated to their profession 
and have a sincere interest and desire to help people. 
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6. A relatively large number o£ the respondents of both 
groups believe that some doctors are careless in attitudes towarc 
the sick, and point out that some doctors err without careful 
examination oC patients. 
These are the Cindincs oC health insurance of the for.er 
patients oC Japanese and Mexican origin: 
1. The •ajority of the respondents oC both groups own 
at least hospital, surgical, and medical insurance, which do not 
pay every medical cost involved. 
2. The Nexieana are •ore likely to purchase their 
health insurance only throuah the occupation they or their 
spouses hold than are the Japanese. 
~. The Japanese are •ore likely to have opinions about 
socialized medicine than are the Mexicans. 
These are the Cindinss oC attitudes o£ Japaneae-AmericanJ 
and Mexican-A•ericans toward •edical aid in ho•e situations: 
1. The majority of "the respondents oC both groupe do 
not think that it is necessary to go to the doctor i£ they can 
cure sickness or injury by home therapy. 
2. The larger number of the respondents from both 
groups call Cor relief by using so•e drugs when they have pain. 
I !i 
II 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
CHAPTER VII 
AN EXAMINATION OF SIGNIFICANT FINDINGS WITH REFERENCE 
TO THE TWO HYPOTHESES BY TWO TEST VARIABLES 
OF AGE AND EDUCATION 
This chapter ie an attempt to investigate the question 
of whether social factors have an influence on the significant 
dit'f'erencea :found between the two groups with reference to the 
two hypothoses. In Chapter IV and Chapter V an attempt was •ade 
to teat these two hypotheses which were supported by nine out of 
forty-two it•••· However, as was discussed in Chapter III, the 
Japanese re•pondents and Mexican respondents exhibited marked 
difference• f'rom each other in their social backgrounds. There-
f'ore, in order to test how much inf'luence social backgrounds 
have on the formulation of the dif'f'erent attitudes of the 
Japanese and Mexican respondents, two social factors--age and 
education--are chosen as test variable•• 
Table 1 presents the age distribution of the respondents. 
As the table shows, the distribution patterns are dissimilar. 
The respondents of' each group are divided into two categories 
according to the dit'ferences in agel (1) the respondents who 
are over t'orty years of" age, and (2) the respondents who are 
under t'orty years of' a1e• Dit'ferences of' age between the two 
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groups are marked, as is shown in the table. Only eight reapon-
dents are claaaitied in the first category and Corty-two in the 
second aaong the Japaneae, while twenty-two and twenty-eight 
respondent• are classiCied in these respective categories a•ong 
the Mexicans. 
TABLE 1.--Age o£ respondents 
Japanese Mexican Total 
20-24 0 0 0 
25-29 0 
' 
( 6) 
' 30-3% 
' 
( 6) 10 (20) 13 
35-39 s (10) 15 (30) 20 
4o-44 11 (22) 11 (22) 22 
4.5-49 11 (22) 10 (20) 21 
OTer 50 20 (40) 1 ( 2) 21 
Totals 50 (100) 50 (100) 100 
Table 4 shows that the two groups also diCCer in educa-
tional attainment. The respondent$ are divided into three cate-
gories according to ditCerencea in educational attailllllents (1) 
the respondents who have completed college or have attained a 
higher than college education, (2) the respondents who have co•-
pleted high school or have attained some college education, and 
(3) the respondents who have attained some elementary education, 
have coapleted elementary education, or have attained some high 
school education. The Japanese respondents are classitied into 
three categories: Citteen in the tirst, thirty-two in the 
second, and three in the third category. However, the Mexican 
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respondent• Cit only into the second and third categoriea with 
twenty-one in the aocond and twenty-nine in the third. 
TABLE ~.--&dueational attainment oC reapondenta 
Japanese Mexican Totals 
Sorae elenaentary 0 4 
" Coapleted elementary 1 ( 2) 4 ( 8) 
' Sorao high school 2 ( 4) 21 (42) 2.3 Coaploted high achool 1.5 (.30) 17 (.3~) .32 
So•e college 17 (.34) 4 ( 8) 21 
Coapletod co1loce 9 (18) 0 9 
Sonae graduate or prof'osaional 
' 
( 6) 0 
' M.A. 2 ( It) 0 2 Ph.D. 0 0 0 
M.D. or D.D.S. 1 ( 2) 0 1 
Total a .50 (100) .50 (100) 100 
As Table 14 ahowa, the majority of' the reapondenta of' 
both sroupa think that having pain is neeeaaary, although the 
Japaneae group baa a greater tendency to think so than the 
Mexican group. 
TABLE 14.--Roaponaes of' tho two sroupa to question 
60: Do you think that having pain is necessary? 
Japan••• Mexican Totals 
Yea ~1 .30 71 
No 9 19 28 
Uncertain 0 1 1 
Totals 50 .50 100 
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Table 99 shows that 83~ o~ the older Japanese respondent 
as against 75~ o~ the younger respondents think that having pain 
is necessary, while Table 100 indicates that 70~ o~ the older 
Mexicans as against 53% of the younger respondents are ao 
inclined. The conclusion drawn ~rom these two tables is that 
the older respondents o~ both groups tend to think that having 
pain ia necessary more than the younaer reapendenta, although, 
as is indicated by the E £igure, this tendency is affected by 
age more aaong the Mexicans thaD the Japan•••· 
Tea 
No 
Totals 
Tea 
No 
TABLE 99.--Responaea ot the Japanese group to 
question 60 by ages Do you think having pain 
ia necessary? 
Over lio 
(42) 100" 
Under Ito 
( 6) 75" 
( 2) 25" 
Totals 
(ltl) 82" 
( 9) 18" 
(50) 100" 
TABLE 100.--Responaes et the Mexican group to 
question 60 by ages Do you think having pain 
is necessary? 
Over Ito Uader 40 Total a 
(15) 70" (15) 
''" 
(:50) 60" ( 6) 28" (13) 47" (19) '8" 
Uncertain ( 1) 2" ( O) ( 1) 2" 
Totals (22) 100" (28) 100" (50) 100" 
8 
-8 
16 
17 
-19 
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The same item is examined in teras of the educational 
:factor in Tables 101 and 102. As is presented in Table 101, the 
percentage of positive responaea of the college graduates and 
the high school graduates of' the Japanese group are almost 
equal (80~ and 84~ respectively), but both percentages are 
noticeably larger than the proportion of positive responses ex-
pressed by these respondents with lover education-levels (66~). 
However, among the Mexicans, 52~ of those having higher educa-
tion levels and 66% o:f those having lower education levels think 
that having pain is necessary. 'fhere is a positive correlation 
in the ~apaneae group, therefore, between eduaational attainment 
and attitudes of accepting the necessity of pain, a negative 
correlatiGn in the Mexican group. 
Yea 
No 
Totals 
TABLE 101.--Responses oC the Japanese group to 
question 60 by education: Do you think having 
pain is neceaaary? 
Less thaa College High School High School Totals 
(12) 80" (27) 84" ( 2) 66" (41) 82" ( :S) ao" ( 5) 16" ( 1) ,,." ( 9) 18" 
(1.5) 100~ (,32) 100" ( 3) 100" (SO) 100" 
E 
Table 16 shows that the majority of the respondents of 
both groups do not ahov their sufferings in an e•otional manner, 
though the Mexican group has a greater tendency to expre•• 
e•otion at the ti•• o:f pain experience than the Japanese group. 
':i 
. ~ 
TABLE 102.--Responses of the Mexican group to 
queatioa 60 by education: Do you think having 
pain is neceasary? 
Lea a than. 
High School High School Totals 
Yea (11) 
.52" (19) 66" (30) 60" 
No (10) lt8" ( 9) 30" (19) 38" 
Uncertaia ( 0) ( 1) 
"" 
( 1) 2" 
Tota1a 
Tea 
Ne 
Totals 
(21) 100" (29) 100" (50) 100" 
TA.BLE 16.--Respenses of' the two ~reups to question 
61: Do you ahow suCf'eringa by croaning, moaning, 
or cryin~? 
Japaaeae 
10 
40 
50 
Mexican 
21 
29 
.50 
Total a 
100 
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E 
-14 
18 
32 
The uniqueness of Table 103 ia explained by the fact tha 
nine out of the ten Japanese who ahow sufferings of pain in an 
emotional Rtanner are the older respondents. Regarding the 
Mexican group, 47% of' the younger respondents, as compared to 
''"'of' the older respondents, i give poaitive reaponaea to the 
it••• It •ay be consequently ~eneralized that among the Japane~ 
older respondents, there ia more emotional responae to pain than 
do the younger respondenta, whereas among tbe Mexican group the 
reYerse tendency is f'ouad. 
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TABLE 103.--Respoases of the Japanese group to 
question 61 hy agel Do you show your suffer-
ings by groaning, moaning, or crying? 
Over Ito Uader Ito Totals E 
Yea ( 9) 21" ( 1) 12.5" (10) 20" 8 
Ne (33) 79" ( 7) 87·5" (40) 80" -9 
Totals (42) 100" ( 8) 100" (50) 100" 17 
TABLE 104.--Reapoasea of the Mexican group to 
queatioa 61 by age: Do you show your suffer-
iaa• by ' ,groaniaa, aaoaaing • or cryiag? 
Over Ito Uador Ito Total a E 
Yea ( 8) 
'7" (13) 47" (~1) 42" -10 
No (14) 63" (15) 53" (29) 58" ., 10 
Total a (22) 100" (28) 100" (50) 100" 20 
Table 105 iadicatea three intorestiag characteristics of 
the Japaaoae respoasea to the itea. First, noae of the respoa-
dents with the highest educational levels express positive res-
ponsea; secondly, the higher the educatioa level of the reapon-
dents, the less emotional response a to paia, and thirdly, the 
oriainal pattern1 is reversed by those having the lowest 
1
"The orisiaal pattern" ref'era to the pattern of distri-
butioa of positive and aeaative reaponaea which ia manifested by 
the percontaa•• listed under the tetal coluan ia each table. 
Example: In Table 105 the oriainal pattern baa larger 
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educatioa levels, aignifyinl that the attitude of the group ia 
more atronaly affected by the aae factor than by ethnicity. Aa 
Table 106 shows, the Mexican respondents havias higher educatioa 
levels also show leas emotional response to pain than do those 
respondents having lower educatioa levels. From these tables it 
is apparent that there is a necative correlation in both groups 
between educational attainment and attitudes toward the emotion-
al responses to pain (althoush the Japanese aroup ia influenced 
by tho education factor significantly). 
Tea 
No 
Totals 
TABLE 105.--Responses of the Japanese 1roup to 
question 61 by educatioal Do you show your 
sufferings by groaning, moaning, or crying? 
College Hi1h School Less thaa High School Totals 
( 0) ( 6) 25~ ( 2) 66~ (10) 20~ 
(15) 100~ (24) 75~ ( 1) 34~ (40) 80~ 
(15) 100~ (32) 100~ ( 3) 100~ (50) 100~ 
E 
-25 -41 
25 42 
Table 17 shows that the majority of the Japanese and of 
the Mexicans do not show their sufferings in an emotional aanner 
ia the presence of medical personnel, though the latter group is 
more inclined to show their emotion toward pain than the former. 
proportioa of negative answers (80~) than positive answers 
(20%). The pattern is reversed by those who have the lowest 
education levels: negative answers, 33%; positive answers, 67~. 
Yea 
No 
Totals 
Yes 
No 
TABLE 106.--Responses o£ the Mexican group to 
question 61 by education: Do you show your 
sufferings by groaning, moanina, or crying? 
Hi.gh School Less than Totals High School 
( 7) 
''" 
(14) 48" (21) 42" 
(lit) 67" (15) .52" (29) 58" 
(21) 100" (29) 100" (50) 100" 
E 
-15 
15 
TABLE 17.--Reaponses of the two groups to questioa 
62: Is it natural to show pain by sroaning, 
moaning, or crying in f'ront of a doctor or a nurse? 
Japanese Mexican Totals 
8 22 30 
ltl 28 69 
Uncertain 1 0 1 
Total a 50 50 100 
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The statistical analysis of the Japanese group reveals 
the followias evidence. First, seven eut of the eisht respon• 
dents who think that it is natural to show pain in an emotional 
manner in the presence e£ medical personnel are in the older 
sroup; secondly, the proportion of' positive responses of' the 
older respondents (17") is slightly larger than that of' the 
younser ones (12.5~). The uniqueness of' the Mexican group is 
explained in the following manner: first, the younger 
I l i 
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respondents are more inclined to show pain in an emotional manner 
in the presence of medical personnel than are the older respon-
dents (50~ and 37~ respectively); secondly, opinions of the 
younger respondenta are equally divided into positive and nega-
tive responses. causing the original pattern to be changed 
significantly, which indicates that the attitude of the group is 
significantly affected by the ase factor. It follows, therefore, 
that there is a positive correlation in the Japanese group 
between age and attitudes toward showing pain in an emotional 
manner in the presence of medical personnel, and a negative cor-
relation in the Mexican group (although the latter group is 
influenced by age sisnificantly). 
Tea 
TABLE 107.--Reaponsea of the Japanese group to 
question 62 by aget Is it natural to show pain 
by groaning, •oanins, or crying in front of a 
doctor or a nurse? 
Over 40 Under 40 Totals 
No 
Uncertain 
( 7) 
(,4) 
( 1) 
(1) 
(7) 
(O) 
( 8) 
(41) 
( 1) 
Totals 
E 
4 
-7 
11 
Table 109 indicates that among the Japanese respondents, 
13• of the college graduates and 19~ of the high school grad-
uatea--but none of the respondents who attained less than high 
school education--think that it is natural to show pain in an 
'I 
I I; 
I' 
Totals 
TABLE 108.--Responses or the Mexican group to 
question 62 by age: Is it natural to show pain 
by groaning, moaning, or crying in front o£ a 
doctor or a nurse? 
Over %0 
( 8) 
(14) 
(22) 100~ 
Under 40 
(14) 
(14) 50~ 50~ 
(28) 100~ 
(22) 
(28) 
(50) 100~ 
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-13 
13 
26 
emotional manner in the presence or medical personnel. The most 
interestina feature of the Mexican responses presented in 
Table 110 ia that 52~ of the respondents having higher education 
levels act emotionally in the pres0nce of medical personnel in 
contrast to only ~8~ oC the respondents having lower education 
levels. In addition, the fact that tbe original pattern is 
reversed by the former illustrates a more significant influence 
on the attitude of the group from the educational factor than 
fro• the cultural factor. Tables 109 and 110 show, therefore, 
that educational attairunent ia positively correlated to affirma-
tive responses to this ite• in both croups (although the Mexican 
group is inf luenced by the educational factor sianificantly). 
r 
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TABLE 109.--Responaes of the Japanese group to 
question 62 by e4ucation: Is it natural to show 
pain by aroaning, moaning, or crying in front of 
a doctor or a nurse? 
Collese High School Less than Totals & Hiah School 
Yes ( 2) 1:5" ( 6) 19" (O) ( 8) 16" 
No (13) 87" (25) 78" (3) 100" (41) 82" 
Uncertain ( O) ( 1) 
'" 
(0) ( 1) 2" 
Totals (15) 100" (32) 100" (3) 100" (.50) 100" 
TABLE 110.--Responses of the Mexican group to 
question 62 by education: Is it natural to show 
pain by groaning, •oaning, or crying in front of 
a doctor or a nurse? 
Hi&h Sehool Less than Totals E !!!ah Schoo;L 
Yea (11) 52" (11) 38" (22) 44" 14 
No (10) lt8" (18) 62" (28) .56" ·l'! 
Tota1a (21) 100" (29) 100" (50) 100" 28 
TABLE 27.--aeaponses of the two group a to question 
72t When your children are injured as a result of 
play, do you show attitudes of worry or concern? 
Japanese Mexican Totals 
Yes 28 38 66 
No 21 12 
'' Uncertain 1 0 1 
Totals 50 50 100 
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Although the majority o£ the Japanese group and o£ the 
Mexican group show attitudes o£ worry or concern to their child-
ren who are injured as a result o'C play, the latter bas a higher 
tendency to do so than the Cor.er. 
Table 111 reveals that the older Japanese have a higher 
tendency to show attitudes ot worry or concern to their children 
who are injured than do the younger ones whose diverse responses 
reverse the original pattern ot the group, thus indicating that 
the attitude ot the group is more influenced by age than ethni-
city. The younger Mexicans, en the contrary, are more inclined, 
as is presented in Table 112, to show this attitude than are the 
older •n••• A comparison o£ the two tables indicates that there 
is an inverse relationship between the a~e factor and the ~tti­
tudes o£ the two greupaJ whereas the older Japanese respondents 
do not cloak their worry or concern from their children as much 
as the younger respondents, the ol~er Mexicans •re less open ia 
this regard than are the younger respondents. The Japanese 
group is aigni'Cicantly affected by the age factor. 
As the percentage figures of' 53", ,56,(, and 66" o'C 
Table 113 show, the proportions of' positive responses become 
larger i£ education levels go lever among the Japanese respon-
dents. Table 114 also indicates that the proport:t.ons of' post tiv4! 
reaponses are larger among the younger Mexican• than among the 
older ones \83% and 67~ reapectively). The concluaion that may 
be drawn here is that the more highly educated respondents o£ 
.. 
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both groupa are leas inclined to show worry or concern to their 
children who are injured than are the leas educated reepondents. 
Yea 
Ne 
TABLE 111.--Responaes oC the Japanese group to 
queation 72 by age: When your children are injured 
as a result of play, do you show attitudes of worry 
or concern? 
Over 40 Under 40 Teta1a E 
(25) 59" (3) 37" (28) 56" 22 (16) 39" (5) 63" (21) 42" -24 
Uncertain ( 1) 2" (O) ( 1) 2" 
Totals 
Yes 
No 
Totals 
Yea 
No 
(42) 100" (8) 100" (50) 100% 46 
TABLE 112.--Reaponaes of the Mexican group to ques-
tion 72 by agel When your children are injured as 
a result of play, do you show attitudes of worry 
or concern? 
Over Ito Under z..o Totals 
(15) 66" (23) 82" (38) 76% ( 7) 33" ( 5) 18" (12) 24% 
(22) 100" (26) 100" (50) 100" 
TABLE 113.--Reaponsea of the Japaneae group to 
question 72 by education: When your children 
are injured as a result of play, do you show 
attitudes of worry or concern? 
Lesa than 
E 
-16 
15 
31 
Collese High School Uigh School Total a E 
(8) 53" (18) 56" (2) 66% (28) 56" -3 (7) 47" (13) 41" (1) 33" (21) 42" 6 
Uncertain (O) ( 1) 3% (O) ( 1) 2" 
Tetala (15) 100" (32) 100" (3) 100" (50) 100" 
-10 
8 
i 
I · 
Yea 
No 
Totals 
TABLE 114.--Responaea of the Mexican aroup to 
question 72 by education: When your children 
are injured as a result of play, do you •how 
attitudes of worry or concern? 
High School Less than Totals High School 
(14) 67" (24) 8'" (38) 76" ( 7) 33% ( 5) 17" {12) 24" 
(21) 100" (29) 100" (50) 100" 
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-16 
16 
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Table 28 shows that the •ajority of the Mexican group 
give some verbal .·expreesion of emotion to their children, whereaa 
the reverse tendency is l'ound an~ong the Japanese group. 
TABLE 28.--Reaponses ol' the two groups to quea-
tion 73: Should your children be injured as a 
result oC aporta and ga•••• would you console 
them by ~ i ving any verbal expression o£ emotion 
such as "poor child"? 
Japanese Mexican Total a 
Yes 
Ne 
Totals 50 
27 
23 
50 100 
Differences of the proportions of positive responses 
shown in Table 115 (which are given aa 30% of the older Japanese 
respondents and 47" of the youbaer ones) indicate that the latter 
are ali&htly more inclined to express emotion verbally to their 
children than are the former. It is noticeable that the 
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proportion o£ positive answers of the older Mexican respondents 
(45~) is much smaller than that of the younger ones (61~), 
reversing the original pattern• which explains the significant 
influence of the age factor on the attitude of the group. 
Although there exists a negative correlation in both groups be-
tween age and attitudes of expressing emot:f.on verbally to child-
ren who are injured, the Mexican group is more influenced by the 
age factor than by the cultural factor. 
Yes 
No 
Tetala 
Yes 
No 
Totals 
TABLE 115.--Responses of the Japanese group to 
question 73 by age: Should your children be injured 
as a result of sports and games, would you console 
them by giving any verbal expression of emotion. 
such as "poor child"? 
Over 40 
(13) 
(29) 
(42) 100" 
Under 40 Totals 
(3) 
(5) 37" (16) 63~ 04l 
(8) 100" (50) 100" 
TABLE 116.--Responses of the Mexican group to ques-
tion 73 by age: Should your children be injured as 
a result of sports and games, would you console 
tbem by giving any verbal expression o£ emotion, 
such as "poor child"? 
Over 40 
(10) 
(12) 
(22) 100" 
Under 40 
(17) 
(11) 
Totals 
(27) 
(23) 
(28) 100~ (50) 100~ 
-7 
7 
-16 
16 
32 
As Table 117 shows, the educational :factor does not have 
an influence on the tendency of the Japanese re•pondents to 
ref'rain .from expressing their emotion verbally in com:forting 
their children who are in pain. Among the Mexican group, how-
ever, the educational :factor a:f:fects such attitudes so strongly 
that the original pattern is reversed in the case o:f those 
having higher educa ·tion levels, 4.>% o£ whom console their child-
ren in pain with verbal expression o.f emotion as compared to 
62~ of those having lower education levels. It may be concluded 
f'rom Tables 117 and llH thtlt the educational factor does not 
int'luence the Japanese group at all, whereas it dc.;es a:ff'eot sig-
ni:ficantly the Mexican group, awoug whom a negativ~ correlation 
between educational attainment and this attitude is :found. 
Yea 
Ne 
Totals 
TABLE 117.--Responses of' the Japanese group to 
question 73 by education: Should your children 
be injured as a result o:f sports and games. wou~d 
you console them by giving any verbal expression 
oC emotion such ~a "poor child"? 
College Hi.r;h School Leas than Tota~s lligh School 
( 5) 
''" 
(10) 31" (1) 
''" 
(16) 32" (10) 67" (22) 69" (2) 67" (34) 68" 
(15) 100~ (:;2) 100" (3) 100" (50) 100" 
E 
Tea 
No 
Totals 
TABLE 118.--Responses of the Mexican group to 
question 73 by education: Should your child-
ren be injured aa a result of sports and games, 
would you console them by giving any verbal 
ellpression o£ emotion such as "poor childn? 
Hi&h School Leas than To tala Hish School 
( 9) It'" (18) 6a" (27) '"" (12) 57" (11) 38" (23) 46" 
(21) 100" (29) 100" (50) 10~ 
The majority of the Japanese group and of the Mexican 
group do not depend upon herbs and animal part• when they are 
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I 
·19 
19 
38 
sick, altbouah the foraer group is less inclined to use folk 
medicine than the latter. Sia.ce only one Japanese respondent anc ,I 
nine Mexican respondents depend upon folk medicine, this item is 
not examined by the teat variables, which draws the conclusion 
that the formulation o£ the attitudes o£ the two groups are 
influenced by ethaicity. 
TABLE 33.--Responaea of the two aroupa to ques-
tiea 521 Do you depea.d upon herbs or ani .. l 
parts when you are sick? 
Japanese Mexican Totals 
Yes 
No 
Totals 50 
9 
ltl 
50 
10 
90 
100 
J:: 
! 
As Table 53 shows, only a small number ot the respondent• 
oC both groups say that they failed to see a doctor because they 
did not wish to spend money, although the Japanese are less 
likely to use this excuse than are the Mexicans. Since only one 
Japanese respondent gives an affirmative answer to this item, 
the test variables are useless in examining the attitudes of the 
Japanese croup in this resard. The formulation of this attitude 
on the part of the Japanese is considered to be influenced by 
ethnicity. 
Yes 
No 
Totals 
TABLE 53.--Responses of the two groups to question 
53b: You did not see a doctor because you did not 
want to spend the money on the doctor unless you 
had to. 
Japanese 
1 
~9 
so 
Mexican 
15 
35 
so 
Totals 
16 
84 
100 
Table 119 reveals that the older Mexican respondents 
give a larger proportion of positive responses (36~) than do the 
younger respondents (25~). The E figure of the table shows that 
age has a positive effect on the Cor•ulation of attitudes in the 
Mexican group toward not consulting a doctor because of the 
expense involved. 
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TABLE 119.--Reaponaea of the Mexican aroup to 
question 53b by ages You did not see a doctor 
because you did not want to spend the money on 
the doctor unless you had to. 
OTer 40 Under lio Totals E 
Yea ( 8) 36" ( 7) 25" (15} 30" 11 
No (14) '~" (21) 7.5" (3.5) 70" -11 
Totals (22) 100" (28) 100" (.50) 100" 22 
Table 120 indicates that 34~ of the Mexican respondents 
having lower education levels as against 23" of the respondents 
having higher education levels did not aee a doctor because o~ 
money. The E figure of the table illustrates that among the 
Mexicans the higher the educational attainment, the leas they 
•ention a dislike of spending money as their reason for not 
having seen a doctor. 
Totals 
TABL& 120. --Responses of the Mexican. group to 
quoation 53b by education: You did not see a 
d~c~,r because you did not want to spend the 
•oney on the doctor unl.eas you had to. 
Hiah School 
( 5) 
(16) 
(21) 100" 
Less thaD 
Hiah School 
(10) 
(19) 
(29) 100" 
Totals 
(1.5) 
(35) 
(50) 100" 
Table 54 shows that none of the Japanese respondents 
~ailed to see a doctor because of the fear of the pain they 
& 
-11 
11 
22 
)I 
:I 
il. 
I 
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would experience under treat.ent. The teat variables are. there-
for•• of no use in investigating the diCCerences of &ttitudea 
between the two groups with respect to this item. The formula-
tion o£ tho attitudes o£ both groupa ia conaiderod to be 
in£luenced by ethnicity. 
Yea 
No 
Totals 
TABLE 5lt.--Reaponses o£ the two groupe to question 
53c: You did not see a doctor because it might be 
painful; the doctor might hurt you. 
Japanese Mexican Totals 
0 It 4 
50 lt6 96 
50 50 100 
Table 50 ahowa that the majority o£ the Japanese do not 
see a doctor immediately i£ they have a ay•ptom o£ sore throat 
or running noae with a £ever aa hish as 100• F for a day or more• 
while tho 111ajority of the Mexicans do ••• 
Tee 
No 
Totals 
TABL& 50··-Reaponsea of the two groups to question 
50h: If you have a syaptom of sore throat or run-
nina noae with a fever a• high as 1oo•r for a day 
or aore, do you see a doctor i.mediately? 
Japaaeao Mexican Totals 
20 34 ,,. 
30 16 46 
50 50 100 
i 
i I 
. I 
[ , 
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Aa the percentage figures of positive responses to 
Table 121 show, the older the Japanese respondents, the greater 
the propensity to consult a doctor immediately in the case of tht ] ~ 
above-mentioned symptom. As is revealed in Table 122, the pro-
portions o£ responses of both the older and younger Mexicans are 
identical, indicatina that the group is not at all affected by 
the a1e factor. These two tablea lead to the conclusion that 
there ia a positive correlation in the Japanese group between 
age and the propensity to see a doctor i .. ediately (if they have 
a sympt .. et sore throat or ruaning nose with a fever as high as 
1oo•r for a day or more), while no correlation is present in the 
Mexicaa aroup. 
Tea 
No 
TABLE 121.--Responses of the Japanese aroup to ques-
tion 50h by agel If you have a symptom of sore 
throat or runnins nose with a fever aa high as loo•F 
for a day or more, do you see a doctor immediately? 
Over ~0 
(18) 
(2%) 40~ 60~ 
(~2) 100~ 
Uader ~0 
(2) 
(6) 
(8) 100~ 
Totals 
(20) 
(30) 
~0~ 
60~ 
(50) 100~ 
E 
15 
-15 
'0 
The percentage fisurea of positive reapenaes (given as 
20~, 47~. and 66~ in Table 123) indicate that the hi1her the 
education levels of the Japanese respondents, the less the in-
clination to aee a doctor i.mediate1y in the case of the 
I 
t4o , I 
TABLE 122.--Responaes of the Mexican group to 
question SOh by age: If you have a symptom of 
sore throat or running nose with a :fever as high 
as 1oo•r :for a day or more, do you see a doctor 
immediately? 
OYer Ito 
(15) 68" 
( 7) 32" 
(22) 100" 
Under 40 
(19) 68" 
( 9) 32" 
(28) 100" 
Totals 
(34) 68" 
(16) 32" 
(50) 100" 
0 
0 
0 
above-mentioned aymp to•• Table 124 shows that the proportions 
o:f positive responses o:f both Mexican respondents having higher 
education levels and lower education levels are almost identical 
(66" and 69" respectively)• indicating that educational attain-
ment does not influence the attitude o:f the Mexican group. A 
comparison o:f Tables 123 and 124 signifies, therefore, that 
there exists a negative correlation in the Japanese group be-
tween educational attainment and the propensity to see a doctor 
iaunediately (if there is a syaptom of sore thr-.a.t or running 
nose with a :fever aa high as 1oo•r for a day or more), while 
tkere is no correlation in the Mexican group. 
Yes 
No 
Totals 
Yes 
No 
Totals 
TABLE 123.--Responses of the Japanese group to 
question 50h by education: If you have a symptem 
of sore throat or ru.rming nose with a fever .  as 
high as 1oo•F Cor a day or more, do you see a 
doctor i .. ediately? 
Col~ege High School Leaa than Totals Hi&h Scheel 
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E 
( 3) 20" (15) 47" (2) 66" (20) Ito" -21 -19 (12) 80" (17) 
''" 
(1) 
''" 
(30) 60" 27 20 
(15) 100" (32) 100" (J) 100" (50) 100" 
TABLE 124.--Reaponsee of the Mexican group to 
question 50h by education: It you have a symptom 
of' sore throat or running nose with a fever as 
hi&h as loo•F tor a day or more, do you aee a 
doctor immediately? 
-
High School Less than Totals E High School 
(14) 66" (20) 69" (34) 68t' _, ( 7) 
''" 
( 9) 31" (16) 32~ 2 
(21) 100" (29) 100" (50) 100" 
' 
SUJ!Parx 
In this chapter, the different attitudes of both groups 
with regard to the items which bear upon the two hypotheses are 
tested by two social Cactors--ase and educational attainment, 
which results in certaia correlations between social variables 
and attitudinal differences that are •anifeated in various 
patterns. (Since two of these items are not tested on either 
group and one item of the Japanese group, only six out of the 
nine items are examined on both groups). 
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Patterns of correlations between age and attitudes are 
as follows: 1 
1, PoaitiYe correlations of age and attitudes in both I 
croups. 
a) There is a positive correlation between age and 
attitudes toward the necessity of pain in both 
groups. 
This may be due to dif't'erences in experience between 
the older and younger reapondentat the elder reapon-
dents, having had a greater variety of' experiences 
than the younger respondents, are more inclined to 
think that pain is an important symptom of a certain 
disease. 
2. Negative correlations of age and attitudes in both 
groups. 
a) There is a negative correlation in both groups 
between age and attitudes toward verbal expres-
sion of' emotion to injured childrea. 
This may be explained by the tact that the younger 
respondents have youna children who, generally, are 
consoled with verbal expression of emotion. 
3. Positive correlations o£ age and attitudes in one 
group and negative correlations in another. 
a) There is a positive correlation in the Japanese 
group between age and attitudes toward emotional 
response to pain experiencef a necative correla-
tion in the Mexican group. 
b) There is a positive correlation in the Japanese 
group between age and emotional response to pain 
in the presence o£ medical personnelt a negative 
correlation in the Mexican group. 
c) There is a positive correlation in the Japanese 
group between age and attitudes regarding the 
exhibition o£ worry or concern to injured 
children; a negative correlation in the Mexican 
greup. 
This may be due to di££erences o£ acculturation pat• 
terns ia the two aroups. It seems that the older 
the Japanese reapoadents, the less stoic they be· 
co•el the Mexican respondents, on the other hand, 
become more steic as they grow older. 
%. Positive correlations o£ age and attitudes in one 
croup and no correlations in another. 
a) There is a positive correlation in the Japanese 
group between age and the propensity to consult 
a doctor immediately in the case oC sore throat 
I 
I, 
or running nose with a £ever as high as 1oo•r 
tor a day or more but no correlation is Cound in 
the Mexican group. 
The Japanese attitude may be due to differences in 
experience between the older and younger respondents! 
the older, more experienced respondents are more 
inclined than the younger respondents to think that 
this syapto• can cause serious illness. The Mexican 
attitude is not influenced by aaeJ it seems that 
both the older and younger respondents feel that 
this syaptoa should not be nealected (aee P• 146, 4• 
5• Peaitive correlations of age and attitudes in one 
group. 
a) There is a positive correlation in the Mexican 
aroup between age and Cailure to see a doctor 
because of the expense involved. (The Japanese 
group is not examined by the test variable). 
Since this correlation coaes fro• a method of data 
analysis that divides the respondents into two 
groupe--under forty and over forty--the younger 
group•s experience may reflect in a large measure 
the affluency of the post-war era. 
Patterns of correlations between educational attainment 
and attitudes are as Collowa: 
1. Positive correlations of educational attainment and 
attitudes in both groups. 
a) There is a positive correlation in both groups 
between educational attainment and attitudes 
toward emotional responses to pain experience in 
the presence of medical personnel. 
The explanation of this surprising fact appears to 
be that those respondents oC either group with 
higher educational levels regard medical personnel 
as professionals to whom they entrust themselves and 
in whose presence they think it natural to be 
2. NegatiYe correlations of educational attainment and 
attitudes in both groups. 
a) There is a negative correlation in both groups 
between educational attainment and attitudes 
toward e•otional response to pain experience. 
b) There is a negative correlation in both groups 
between educational attainment and attitudes 
regarding the exhibition of worry or concern to 
injured children. 
This may be due to diCCerencea in degree of sophis-
tication of attitudes in accordance with levels of 
education; the more highly educated respondents, 
being more refined through educational learning than 
the leas educated respondents, are more inclined to 
cloak their emotions than are the latter. 
'· Positive correlations o£ educational attainment and 
attitudes in one group and negative correlations in 
another group. 
a) There is a positive correlation in the Japanese 
group betlf'een educational attainment and atti-
tudes toward the necessity ot painJ a negative 
correlation in the Mexican group. 
This su.-prisj.~g tact on the part of: the Mexican 
group may be closely related to their social environ· · 
mentJ the leas educated respondents, being more 
exposed than those with higher educational levels to 
a type ot socio-economic position where illness 
results in income and/or job security losses, will 
mani£est a high awareness ot pain. 
4. Negative correlations ot educational attainment and 
attitudes in one group and no correlations in another 
group. 
a) There is a negative correlation in the Japanese 
group between educational attainment and the 
propensity to consult a doctor immediately in 
the case of sore throat or running nose with a 
fever as high as too•r tor a day or more, no 
correlation in the Mexican group. 
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The attitude of the Japanese may be due to their 
selection of doctors; the more highly educated res-
pondents are more inclined than are the less educatec 
respondents to consult with a specialist whom people 
with this symptom in general do not see. The Mexicar 
attitude is not influenced by educational attainment. 
Since it is neither affected by age (see P• 144, Ita) 
nor by educational attainment, it ia strongly 
affected by their cultural background; they try to 
live &ach day as if it were their whole life. 
b) There is a neaative correlation between educa• 
tional attainment and attitudes toward giving 
verbal expression of emotion to their children 
of the Mexican group who have been iajured, no 
correlation in the Japanese group. 
The Mexican attitude seems to be due to differences 
in deareea of sophistication of attitudes in accord-
ance with levels of education. Differences of 
educational attainment do not affect the foraulation 
of the Japanese attitude at alla since age affects 
their attitude (see P• 145, 2a)• ethnicity is not the 
only influential factor. 
5. Negative correlations between educational attainment 
and attitude• in one group. 
llt8 
a) There is a neaative correlation in the Mexican 
group between educational attaiDJDent and failure 
to see a doctor because of the expense involved. 
(The Japanese group is not examined by the test 
variable). 
This may be due to differences in knowledge on 
medical care, and also differences in income; in 
accerdance with levels of education; the more 
educated respondents, learnin& more about the 
iaportance of medical treatment throu&h education 
and receiving •ore income than the leas educated 
respondents, are consequently less inclined to have 
failed to see a doctor than are the latter. 
Out of the nine items supporting the hypotheses, seven 
items concerning the Mexican group and six items concerning the 
Japanese group are exaained by the teat variables. The 
remaining items are not ex .. ined because it is obvious that 
these attitudes with regard to these items are influenced by 
etbnicity. 
1. The Japanese are not examined by the teat Yariables 
with regard to failure te see a doctor because of expense in-
volved because only one Japanese has failed to do ••• Their 
attitudes are considered to be in:f'luenced by ethnicity. 
lr 
! 
2. Neither the Japanese nor the Mexicans are exa.tned. 
by the test variables with regard to dependence on folk 
medicine, because only one Japanese and nine Mexicans depend 
upon folk medicine. Their attitudes are considered to be 
influenced by ethnicity. 
3• Neither the Japanese nor the Mexicans are examined 
by the test variables with regard to failure to see a doctor 
immediately because of fear of pain because none of the Japanese 
and only :four Mexicans have railed to do ••• Their attitudes 
are considered to be influenced by ethnicity. 
As a result of' the examinations of' attitudinal differ-
ences ot the two groups by the test variables it is found that 
attitudes are alae influenced by differences of' social back-
grounds. It is further found, however, that some o:f the atti-
tudes are not influenced by the social f'actor(s) at all and that 
some of them are much more stronsly affected by the social 
tactor(s) than by the cultural :factor. 
1. The tollowina; attitudes are J!!.1 int'luenced by ase 
and/or educational attainaent at all. 
a) With regard to attitudes toward giving verbal 
expression o:f emotion to their children who are injured the 
JaPapeat a.re not at all influenced by the educational :factor. 
b) With resard to the propensity to cons~t a doc-
tor immediately in the case o:f sore throat or running nose with 
a :fever as high as 1oo•r tor a day or more the Mexisens are not 
influenced at all by either the •1• factor or the edycetional 
(actor. 
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2. The tollowing attitudes are intluenced signiticantlx 
by age and/or educational attainment. 
a) With regard to attitudes toward emotional res-
llOnse to pain experience the Japanese are influenced aigni:fi-
cantly by the educational :factor. 
b) With regard to~ard emutional response to pain 
experience in the presence ot medical personnel the Mexicans are 
in:f."luenced significantly by both the aae facttr and the educa-
tional :factor. 
e) With regard to attitudes .tolfard exhibiting worry 
or concern to children who are injured t,he J!Ptnese are signifi-
cantly influenced by the age factor. 
d) With regard to attitudes toward giving verbal 
expression of' emotion to their children who are injured the 
Mexicans are influenced significantly by both the a&e f'actor and 
the educattonal :f•ctor. 
Besic P£obl••• tf' the Reetarch 
In addition to the above findings, the researcher ought 
to emphasize the basic problems of' the present research created 
by the unmatched social backgrounds of' the sample. Such great 
dissimilarities of the social backsrounds of the two groups 
cause the dif'f'iculties of' statistical analysis of the present 
chapter and also the dif'fieulties in the investigation of causal 
factors of' attitudinal diff'crenees. 
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Secondly, the attitudinal differences are £ound to be 
due to dissimilaritie• o£ social backgrounds (such aa age and 
educational attainment) with a few exceptions, but may be due to 
other social £actors which are not examined in this chapter. 
CHAPTER VIII 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND SUGGESTIONS 
FOR FURTHER STUDY 
Supyrx 
In Chapter I the purpose o£ the thesis was introduced. 
In this thesis one area o£ medical sociology, the attitudes 
toward medicine, was studied. The subjects o£ the study were 
the second generation Americans o~ Japanese and Mexican ancestry 
in the Chicago area. The main concern in this thesis was to 
explore and co•pare the two ethnically different groups with 
reference to their attitudes towards pain experience, towards 
advances in modern medicine, and towards medicine in general. 
The related literature, both subatantive and methodolo-
gical, in the field o£ medical sociology was reviewed. An 
at tempt was made to define the term "culture:' the variation of 
which, as was hypothesized• affects the formulation of different 
attitudes o£ the Americans o£ Japanese and Mexican ancestry. 
In this thesis two hypotheses were established: 
1. Because of di~ferences in cultural background, dis-
similarities are expected to exist betweea Japanese-Americans 
and Mexican-Americans resarding emotional responses toward pain 
caused by disease or injury. 
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2. Because ot differences in cultural background, dis-
aiailarities are expected to exist between Japanese-Americans 
and Mexican-Americana resarding their reactions to modern 
medicine • 
In Chapter II methods and techniques were discussed. 
The subjects ot the study were fifty Japanese-Americans and 
fifty Mexican-Americana; each group is co•posed of an equal pro-
portion ot both sexes. The subjects were selected on the basis 
of having been married, having been a patient in a hospital, and 
being a second generation American. Random sampline was 
.. ployed as a sampling technique. The sample was chosen from 
the list of selected co.-unity and national organizations and of 
a religic~s organization. After the random sampling was per-
formed, a telephone call requesting an interview was made to 
every selected subject. 
The interview technique was chosen as a method of 
gathering data. The structured interview schedule, consisting 
of seventy-six questions, was divided into two parts; the first 
part dealing with social backgrouad, and the second part per-
. 
taining to attitudes toward medicine. 
An interview which took approximately forty minutes was 
conducted, usually at the interviewee's residence. Entry and 
rapport were easily established between the interviewer and the 
interviewees, who were cooperative throughout the interview. 
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In Chapter III social characteristics of the Japanese 
and Mexican respondents were looked into. The aain findinsa of' 
the chapter are as follows: 
1. There exist ase dif'ferences between the two sroups. 
The Japanese respondents are older than the Mexican respondents. 
2. There exist dif'f'erences in the educational attain-
ment between the two sroups. The Japanese respondents have a 
hiaher educational attainment than the Mexican respondents. 
3• There exist diff'erences in the type of occupation 
between the two sreups. The Japanese respondents are inclined 
to be non~anual workers, whereas the Mexican respondents are 
inclined to be manual workers. 
4. There exist di1'f'erenees in annual inco•e between the 
two groups. The Japanese respondents are inclined to earn 
hiaher incorae than the Mexican respondents. 
In Chapters IV, v, and Yl the attitudes o'f' the Japanese 
and the Mexican respondents toward medicine were studied by 
analysis of' data gathered 'from interview. The subject matter is 
respectivelys attitudes toward pain experience with regard to 
' 
Hypothesis I, attitudes toward advances in •odern medicine with 
ref'erence to Hypothesis II, and attitudes toward medicine in 
general witheut reaard to the two hypotheses. The examination 
f'ound in these three chapters shows that there exist more simi-
laritiea than dissimilarities in the attitudes of' the two 
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groups& thirteen out of the total of sixty-four items examined 
show significant differences of attitudes between the two groups 
Although nine ite•• support the hypotheses, it is not 
valid to conclude that attitudinal differences are due to the 
disai•ilaritiea of cultural backgrounds in these two groups 
unless social variables proved to influence attitudes,eapecially 
since in Chapter III ••rked differences in social backgrounds 
are found between the two groups. Therefore, Chapters IV and Y 
•ay be regarded •• preliainary to Chapter VII in which these 
sicnificant differences with reference to the two hypotheses are 
examined by two teat variables--age and educational attain.ent--
differencea of which are re•arkable. The purposes of this 
chapter ia to single out the •ajor factors . of attitudinal dif-
ferences and to lead to the conclusion of the thesis. The 
tollewing evidence is found in Chapter VII. 
1. With regard to attitudes toward the necessity of 
pain, the findings are as follows: 
a) There is a positive correlation in both aroupa 
between age and this attitude; 
b) There is a positive correlation in both groups 
between educational attainaent and this attitude. 
2. With reaard to attitudes toward e•otional response 
to pain experience, the findings are as follows& 
a) There is a positive correlation in the Japanese 
group between age and this attitude, a negative correlation in 
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b) There is a Qegative correlation in both groups 
between educational attainment and this attitudeJ the Japanese 
group is int'luenced signi£icantly by the educational £actor. 
3. With regard to attitudes toward emotional response 
to pain experience in the presence o£ medical personnel, the 
Cindings are as Collowss 
a) There is a positive correlation in the Japanese 
group between age and this attitude, a negatiYe correlation in 
the Mexican group' the latter is int'luonced by the age £actor 
sipit'icantly 1 
b) There is a positiYe correlation in both groups 
between educational attain.ent and this attitudeJ the Mexican 
group is influenced sicniticantly by the educational £actor. 
'· With rosard to attitudes toward exhibiting worry or 
concern to children who are injured, the , t'indings are as Collows 
a) There is a positive correlation in tho Japanese 
group between age and this attitude, a necatiYe correlation in 
tho Mexican group1 the t'onaor is ~nCluenced significantly by the 
age f'actort 
b) There is a negative correlation in both croups 
between educational attaiament and this attitude. 
5, With regard to attitudes toward giYing verbal ex-
pression ot emotion to their children who are injured, the 
t'indinga are as Collowas 
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a) There is a negative correlation in both groups 
between age and this attitude; the Mexican group ia influenced 
sianificantly by the age factor; 
b) There ia a negative correlation in the Mexican 
group between educational attainment and the attitude, no corre-
lation in the Japanese group; the former is influenced aignifi-
cantly by the educational factor, but the latter is not at all 
influenced by it. 
6. With regard to the propensity to consult a doctor 
immediately in the case of sore throat or running nose with a 
fever as high as 1oo•r for a day or more, the findings are as 
·f'oll.ows: 
a) There is a positive correlation in the Japanese 
group between age and this propensity, no correlation in the 
) Mexican group; the latter is not at all influenced by the age 
£actor; 
b) There is a negative correlation in the Japanese 
gr~up between educational attainment and this propensity, no 
correlation in the Mexican groupJ the latter is not at all 
influenced by the educational factor. 
7• With regard to failure to see a doctor because of' 
expense involved, ~be findings are as follows: 
a) The Japanese are not examined by the.test var-
iables, because only one' Japanese has failed to· do eo. Their 
attitudes are considered to be influenced by etbnicity; 
i 
I' 
:II 
1.; 
I 
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b) There is a positive correlation in the Mexican 
group between age and this failure; 
c) There is a negative correlation in the Mexican 
sroup between educatioaal attainment and this failure. 
8. With regard to dependence on folk medicine the 
findings are as follows: 
a) Neither the Japanese nor the Mexicans are exam-
ined by the test variables because only one Japanese and nine 
Mexicans depend upon folk medicine. Their attitudes are con-
sidered to be influenced by ethnicity. 
9• With regard to failure to see a doctor immediately 
because of fear of pain, the findings are as follows: 
a) Neither the Japanese nor the Mexicans are 
examined by the test variables because none of the Japanese and 
1 
.. 
1' only four Mexicans have failed to do so. Their attitudes are • 
considered to be influenced by ethnicity. 
Conclusions 
In this thesis, two hypotheses were established and 
investigated. 
Hypothesis I: Because of differences in cultural back• 
ground, dissimilarities are expected to exist betweea Japanese-
Americana and Mexican-Americans regarding emotional responses 
toward pain caused by disease or injury. 
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Hypothesis II: Because o~ di~ferences in cultural back-
ground, dissimilarities are expected to exist betw•en Japanese-
Americans and Mexican-Americans resarding their reactions to 
advances in modern medicine. 
As a result of the examinations of the two hypotheses, 
the c~nclusion is drawn as follows: 
1. There are more similarities than dissiMilarities in 
attitudes toward medicine between the two groups. 
2. Hypotheses I and II are supported by five and four 
items respectively • 
.3. Social variables--aae and educational attainment--
influence the attitudinal differences with regard to those items 
which support the hypotheses. 
a) Out ot the nine items, two items concerning the 
Mexican group and three items concerning the Japanese group are 
not examined by the test variables because it is obvieus that 
these attitudes with regard to these items are influenced by 
ethnicity. 
b) The reaainiag items, seven items concerning the 
Mexican group and six items concerning the Japanese,are examined 
by the test variables. 
(1) One item shows that the Japanese attitude 
is not at all influenced by the educational variable. 
(2) One item shows that the Mexican attitude is 
not at all influenced by either the age ~actor or the 
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educational factor. 
()) One item shows that the Japanese attitude 
is sisnificantly affected by the age factor. 
(It) One item shows that the Japanese attitude 
ia significantly affected by the educational factor. 
(5) Two ite•• ahow that the Mexican attitude ia 
aignificantly affected by both the age factor and the education 
factor. 
It,. Tbe previous conclusion indicates a probability that 
not only age and educational attainment but also other social 
variables influence the for•ulation of attitudes. 
5. Differences of attitudes between the two groups with 
different cultural backgrounds are due not only to etbnicity but 
also to social factors. 
6. Therefore, the hypotheses are partly supported. 
suaaestiona ftr Further StudY 
1. With reference to the cultural study in the area of 
attitudes toward medicine. a suggestion ia made to examine the 
differences of attitudes between other ethnic groups. 
2. With reference to the study of acculturation in the 
area ot attitudes toward medicine. a suggestion is made to 
examine the differences of attitudes between the first and 
second generation within the aame ethnic groups. 
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). With reference to the cultural study in the area ef 
attitudes toward medicine, a suggestion is made to examine the 
differences ot attitudes between the socio-economic classes 
within tho same e ,tbnic groups. 
4. With .;.~ef'erence to the methodological study in the 
area of attitudes toward medicine, outside the hospital setting, 
a suggestion is made to examine the differences of attitudes 
inside the hospital setting. 
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APPENDIX I 
EXPLANATION OF STRUCTURED INT~RVI£W SCHEDULE 
The twelve•pase long structured interview schedule with 
seventy-six questions is mainly divided into two parts: 
1. Items resarding social backcround oC the selected 
subjects I 
2. Items regarding attitudes oC the selected subjects 
toward mediciae. 
The first part oC the structured interview schedule is 
divided iato two secti~ns: 
1. Items dealing with the subjects' own social 
variables; 
2. Items dealins with social background oC the subjects• 
pareats. 
1. Items dealing with social background oC the sub-
jects are as follows& 
Marital Status, Age, Sex, and Nu.ber of Children--
Questions 3, 4, 51 and 6. 
Occupation, Educational Attainaent, Curriculua Courses 
Followed in High School• Major Subject ia Collge, Relicious 
17lt 
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Attiliation, Family Income, and Birth Place--Questions 7 1 8, 91 
10, 11, 12, and 13. 
2. It••• dealins with the social background of the aub-
jecta• parents are as follows: 
Nationality, Place of Birth, Lensth of a Stay in A•erica 
Citizenship, Laat Occupation and Educational Attaiaaent-•Ques-
tions 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 1 20, 21, 22, 23, and 24. 
The second part of the structured interview schedule is 
divided into three sectional 
1. It••• relating to the subjects• attitudes toward 
pain experience which bear upon Hypothesis I; 
2. Ite•s relating to the subjects• attitudes toward 
acceptability of advances in modern medicine which bear upon 
Hypothesis IIJ 
3. Items relatias to the subjects• attitudes toward 
•edicine in general which do not directly deal with either 
Hypotheais I or Hypothe•is II. 
1. Items relating to the subjects' attitude toward pain 
experieace are aa follows: 
Response to Pain Experience--Question• 59, 61, 62, 63, 
Transmission of Cultural Attitudes toward Pain to Sub-
jects' Children--Questions 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, and 76. 
2. Itema relating to the subjects• attitudes toward 
acceptability of advances in modern medicine are as follows: 
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Acceptability of Modern Medical Instruments and Use ot 
Folk Medicine--Questions 29 and 52. 
Preference of the Type of the Doctor--Queatioa 43. 
Patieats • Participation lfi th the Doctor in Medical 'treat· 
mont by Directing the Doctor'• Attention to Something and by 
Getting Information about Condition from the Doctor--Questions 
37 aad 44. 
Cross-Checking of the Diagnostic concern with other 
Specialists--Question 47. 
Evaluation of' Specialists--Questions 48 •nd 49. 
Attitudes toward Symptoms of Disease--Questions 50a 1 
Ueaactl}:- for not Consulting the Doctor at the Time of 
I< .. -~ 
lllnesa--Questions 53a 1 53b, 5Se 1 53d 1 53e 1 and 53t. 
OpiaJ.ons oa Regular Medical Check-Ups--Questions 56 and 
Knowledae ef Health and Medicine through Reading Mater• 
ials--Questions 54 and 55• 
3. Items relating to tho subjects' attitudes toward 
medicine in general are as follows: 
Last Hospitalization lxperiences, Date and Duration of 
the Hospitalization, and Type of Illness and Name of Hospital-• 
Questi~ns 3la 1 3lb 1 3lc, and 3ld. 
Last Hospitalization Experiences--Satisfaction with the 
Doctor·-Questions 32, .33, 34a, 34b, 34c 1 35 1 and 36. 
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Last Hospitalization Experiences, Selection of the 
Doctor--Questions ,8, '8A, and 388. 
Last Hospitalization Experiences, Treatment f'or Teachins 
Purpos~s--Questions 39 1 39A, and 398. 
Last Hospitalization Experiences, Expectation to Return 
to the Hospital and the Dector--Que.st1.ons 40a and 40b. 
General Ideas on Doctors--Question• 45 and 46. 
Health Insurance and Medical Care--Questions 25, 25A 1 
26, 27, and 28. 
Dopendence on Home Therapy--Questions 51 and 58. 
The second part of the structured interview schedule, 
co•poaed of' questions with reference to ••in problems of the 
present etudy, that is, attitudes toward pain experience, atti• 
tudes toward advance& in modern medicine and attitudes toward 
medicine in general, is not subdivided into three sections 
according to different types of' probl•••• but is co•poaed of all 
~ixed ~ueetions which are arranged so that the respondents may 
easily answer the questioaa. 
I, 
1,1' 
l 
1!1: 
,1: 
.',f 
~ 
APPENDIX II 
STRUCTURED INTERVIEW SCHEDULE 
1. Na•e 
2. Addreaa 
Marital Statu• 
1. Married 
2. Widowed 
3· Separated 4. DiYorced 
Sex 
1. Male 
2. .. •• ale 
,. As• 
1. 20-24 
2. 25-29 
3· 30-34 
"· 
35-39 
5· lto-44 6. 45-49 
1· O.er 50 
6. Nuaber ot childrea 
1. Noae 
2. Oae 
3· Two 
4. Three 
5. Four or 
•ore 
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I! 
7. What is your occupatioa? 
1. Prof'eaaioaal 
a. Maaaaer, official or proprietor 
3• Semi-pro1'esaioaal or technical 
lt. Clerical 
5. Other (pleaae apecif'y) 
8. What ia your educatioaal attainmeat? 
1. Soae eleaeatary 
2 . , Co•pleted eleaeatary 
3· Soae hi&h achool 
lt. Coapleted hilh school 
5· s .. e colleae 
6. Co•pleted collese 
1· s ••• craduate or professional 
8. M.A. 
9· Ph.D. 
10. M.D. or D.D.S. 
11. Other (pleaae apecif'y) 
9• If' you atteaded high acbool, what courae did you f'ollow? 
1. Academic course 
a. Techaical courae 
3• Buaia••• courae 
lt. Other (plea•• speciCy) 
10. If' you attended colleae, what waa your aajor? 
1. 
a. 
11. What ia your re1iaioa? 
1. Buddhist 
a. Shintoist 
3. Proteataat 
lt. Catholic 
5· Other 
1a. What ia your family's aanual inco•e? 
1. Less tbaa 11999 
a. saooo - llt999 
'· 15000 - 17999 
.... 18000 - 19999 
'· 110000 - 114999 6. More than 115000 
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13. What is your place of birth? 
Country 
1~. What is your father'• nationality? 
1. Japanese-Japanese 
2. Mexican-Mexican 
3. Japaneae-Non-Japaneee 
~. Mexican-Noa-Mexican 
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Pleaae apecify the nationality other than Japaneae and/or 
Mexican 
1. 
2. 
15. What ia your •other's nationality? 
1. Japaneae-Japanese 
2. Mexican-Mexican 
3. Japaneae-Non-Japanese 
4. Mexicaa-Non-Mexican 
Please specify the nationality other than Japaneae and/or 
Mexican 
1. 
2. 
16. What is your father'• place of birth? 
Couatry 
17. How long has your father lived in this country? 
1. 0 
- 0 a. 10 
- 19 
'· 
20 
-
29 
4. 30 
- 39 
'· 
40 or •ore 
18. Haa your father beco•• an A.erican citizen? 
1. Tea, ____________ __ 2. No ________________ __ 
19. It' your Cather works (worked), what ia (was) hi• 
occupation? 
20. Hev. tar did your father so to school? 
1. So•• elementary 
2. Coapleted eleaeatary 
3. Soae hiah school 
4. Coapleted hi&h school 
'· Soae collece 6. Co•pleted college 
7• Soae craduate or 
8. M.A. 
9• Ph.D. 
professional 
10. M.D. or D.D.S. 
11. Other (please specify) 
21. What ia your aother'• place of birth? 
Country ----------------------------
22. Hew lens has your aother lived in thia country? 
1. 0 - 9 
2. 10-19 
3· 20-29 
4. 30-39 
,. lae or more 
23. Has your Mother beco•e aD American citizen? 
1. Y••------- 2. No. ______________ _ 
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24. How tar did your mother ao to school? 
1. Some elementary 
2. Co•pleted elementary 
3. So•e hish school 
4. Co•pleted high school 
5· Some colleae 
6. Completed college 
7• Some graduate or professional 
8. M.A. 
9. Ph.D. 
10. M.D. or D.D.S. 
11. Other (please specity) 
25. Do you have health insurance? 
1. Yea _______ _ 
2. 5•--------------------
25A. It yea, please specity. 
1. Hospital insurance 
2. Surgical insurance 
3. Medical insurance 
4. Hospital and auraical insurance 
5• Other (pleaae specify) 
26. Haa any health inaura~ce you owa been purchased through 
your co•pany? 
1. Ye•--------
2. No __________________ __ 
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27. Should you beco•e ill, how would you •••t the medical costa 
involved? 
Please explaia. __________________________________ ___ 
28. Are you in tavor of aocialized medicine? 
1. Ye•·--~----- 2. No. _________ _ 
3• Uncertain:....-----------
Please explain:....------------------------------------
29. Do the iaatru.enta in the doctor'• office or in the 
hoapital cause tear in you? 
1. Yea 
'· Uac•e-r_t_a_i~a------------
2. No._ ________________ _ 
,0. Do you alad or dialike aay of theae in a hospital? 
1. Yea a. No. ____ _ 
'• Unc_e_r~t-a~i~.-.·---------------
b. Separation from faaily 
1. Ye•-~'""!""-- a. No. ____ _ 
3. Uacertata._ __________ __ 
Pleaae explai•~-------------------------------------
31. Whea were you laat treated in the boapital? 
a. Pleaae apecit'y da•• 
b. Please specify your illa••• 
c. How loa& were you in the boapital? __________ __ 
d. Please specify the na•• of the hoapital ____________________________________ __ 
32. Were the nu•ber of viaita by your doctor, in your 
opiaioa, eDou&h to take care ot the kind ot pain 
9r discomtort you were experieaciaa? 
1. Ye•--~~----- a. __________ _ 
'• Ua~ertaia._ __________ __ 
Plea•• explain•---------------------------------
Pleaae apecity the au.ber of viaita ot your 
doctor·------------------------------------------
33. Did you have coa£ideace in the doctor who treated you 
or did you harbor any doubts? 
1. Con£ideace 
-----------
2. Doubt•--------------
'· Uncertain._ ________ __ Please explain._ __________________________________ __ 
34. When the doctor visited you, did he give you the kind o£ 
aatia£action you wanted in terms o£ the nature o£ 
aympto••• prognosis, and relie£? 
a. Symptom a 
1. Yea 2. No 
b. Prosaoaia 
1. Yea 2. No 
c. Relief 
1. Yea 2. No 
Please explain 
35• Did you £eel that the doctor took a personal interest 
ia you? 
1. Yea----~----------- 2. N•-------------------3· Uncertain._ ________________ __ 
Please explain·--------------------------------------
When you were in the hoapital, did you direct the 
.~bysician'a attention to eo•• aspect o£ your illneaa? 
1. Yes __ ~~----------- 2. N•------------------3. Uneertaia. __________________ __ 
Pleas~ explain. ____________________________________ __ 
18~ 
I 
I 
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37. Do you think that as a patient you should always quietly 
do whatever the physician says or directs you to do while 
you are under his care? 
1. Yes 3. Uac_e_r"'!'t-a~i!"'"'n ____ _ 
2. No. ________ _ 
Please explain._ ________________________________ _ 
38. Prior to hospitalization how did you choose your doctor? 
38A. 
388. 
1. Family doctor 
2. Specialist other than family 
doctor 
3. Specialist recommended by 
:family doctor 
4. Doctor reco-.eaded by heapital 
5• No particular doctor 
Pleaae explai•---------------------------------------
If you chose the doctor, is he the doctor who treated you? 
1. Yes a. No 
If' you chose the doctor, what was the reason of' your 
choice? 
39• Have you ever Celt that a particular doctor vbo was 
treating you was using your body for teaching purposes? 
1. Yes_~-!""------ 2. No _________ _ 
3. Uacertain ...... ________ _ 
39A. If' yea, were you entirely satisfied with your treatment? 
1. Yes 3. Un.c_e_r"'!'t-a~i!"'"'n ____ _ 
2. ··--------------------Please explain. _____________________________________ _ 
398. IC yea, did you resent the secondary purpose? 
1. Yea_________________ 2. No ________________ __ 
3. Uncertain._ ________________ __ 
Please explaia._ ________________________________ _ 
~0. Should you become ill, would you like to return to the 
hospital to which you were previously confined and to 
the aame doctor? 
•• Hospital 1. Yea 2. No 
b, Doctor 
1. Yea 2. No 
Please explain 
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~1. Are there aay suggestions that you would care to make Cor 
a possible iaprovement oC the patient's comfort in a 
hospital? 
42. Who ia a good hospital patient? 
43. Which do you expect a docter to be? 
1. ProCessional man 
2. Dispenser oC protection and 
love 
3. Both Please explain._ ________________________________ _ 
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l~:~. Do you think a good physician should give the patient full 
information about his condition and explain it carefully? 
1.. Tea 
.3. Uac_e_r""!'t-a""'!i_a ___ _ 
2. No ________ _ 
Please explain._ ________________________________ ___ 
%5. Do you feel that doctors are generally dedicated to their 
profession and have a sincere interest and desire to help 
people? 
1. Yes 
.3. Unc._e_r_t~a-i'!"n _____ _ 
2. No ________ _ 
Please explain _______________ ._ _______________ ___ 
lt6. Do you believe that any doctors are careless in attitude 
and treat•ent towards the sick? 
1. Yes_~""!"'------- 2. No ________ _ 
.3. Uncertain _________ _ 
Please explain._ ________________________________ ___ 
47. Generally, even when your pain is relieved• do you tend to 
obeck the diagnosis and treatment ot one doctor against 
the ~pinions of other specialists in the field? 
1. Y••--~------ 2. N•----------.3. Uncertain. __________ _ 
Please explain._ ______________________________ ___ 
48. In your opinion, is there any advantage in coRsultin& a 
a specialist rather than a aeneral practitioner? 
1. Ye"-""'!""~------ 2. No ________ _ 
.3. Uncertain...._ ________ _ 
Please explain~--------------------------------
49. Would you prefer to have your family doctor (if you have 
one) examine you before contacting a specialist? 
1. Ye•--~------ 2. No ________ _ 
;5. Uncertain _________ _ Please explain._ _______________________________ __ 
50. If' you he.ve symptoms as f'ollow•, do you see a doctor 
illlftlediately? 
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a. Cough any time during the day or night which lasts 
f'or three weeka. 
1 • Yes 2. No~--"'!'----
b. Getting tired Cor week• at a time f'or no special 
c. 
e. 
reason. 
1. Ye•-~-'"'!""'~- 2. No ______ _ 
Skin rash or breaking out on any part of' the 
1. Yes 2. No_,... ____ _ 
Diarrhea (l_o_o-.-.~b-o_w_e~l •ovementsJ ; Cor four or 
f'i ve days. 
1. Ye•-------- 2. No_""'!-,......,.. __ _ 
Short•••• of breath even aCter light work. 
body. 
1. Yea.______ 2 • N•--~----
t. .. Uaexplained loss of' over ten pounds in weight. 
h. 
1. Ye•~--'"'!""'----- 2. No~--~~----­
Repeated pains in or near the heart. 
1. Yes 2. No~~-~---
Sere throat or running nose with a fever as high 
as too•r for a day or more. 1. Yes 2. No ______ _ 
Sl. If' you think that you can cure •ickne•• or injury by home 
therapy• is it necessary to go to the doctor? 
1. Y••--~-------- 2. No. ________ _ 
:5. Uncertai•:------------
Pleaee explain~--~--------------------------------
52. Do you depend upoa herb• or an~mal parta when you are sick? 
1. Yes_~'""!""-------- 2. No ________ _ 3. Uncertain. ____________________ __ 
Please explain._ __________________________________ ___ 
53. People sometimes do not see a doctor with some reasons 
when perhaps they should. Thinking back over your own 
experience, which oC these reasons have ever kept you 
:from seeing a doctor when perhaps you should have? 
•• You did not know any really good doctor. 1. Yea 2. No ______ _ 
b. You did not want to spend the money on a 
doctor unle•• you had to. 
1. Yea 2. No--~~~~-
c. It might be painCul; the doctor might hurt you. 
1. Yea 2. No~------
d. You were too busy to aee a doctor. 1. Yea 2. No ______ _ 
•• The doctor might :find something really wrong 
with you. 
1. Yea 2. No __ ~~~~-
£. You did not think thw doctor could help you any. 
1. Yea 2. No ______ _ 
54. Do you read the health columns in newspa~era, and newspaper 
articles about health? 
1. Frequently 
2. Oaly occasionally 
3· Hftrd1y ever Please explain._ ________________________________ __ 
55· Have you read any mag~zine colu.na or articles about health 
and medicine in the last month? 
1. Yes__________ 2 • ~~---------
'· Uncertain.._ _________ _ Please explain.._ ________________________________ __ 
56. What ia your opinion on medical check-ups? 
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57. Do you have a regular medical check-up? 
1. Yea_________ 2. No ________ _ Please explain. __________________________________ ___ 
58. When you have pain, do you call Cor relief? 
1. Yes_""!""~------ 2. No ________ _ 3• Uncertain __________________ __ 
Please explain. __________________________________ ___ 
59· Which do you think concerns you moat, when you have pain? 
1. The pbyaical pain experience itself. 
2. Significance o£ pain in relation to 
your health welfare and the welfare 
of the family. 
3. Uncertain 
60. Do you think that having pain is neceJisary'l 
1. Yes_________ 2. No ________ _ 
3. Uncertain __________________ __ 
Please explain._ ________________________________ ___ 
61. Do you ahot. your auf'f'eringa by groaning, moaning, or 
c~yingT 
lf Yes __ ~~------- 2. No ________ _ J! Uncertain __________________ __ 
62 ~ :Ja· ·it na tu.ral to show pain by greaaing, moanins, or crying 
in front of a doctor or a nurse? 
1. Yea_""!"-~------ 2. No _________ _ 3. Uncertain._ ________________ __ 
63. Do yo~ f•~l fr~e to complain of' your pain to a doctor or 
a nurae? 1. Yes 2. No ________ _ 
3, Uacertain 
64. Do you think it natural to complain of your pain a areat 
deal to your family? 
1. Yes 3. Unc_e_r~t~a-i'!-n _____ _ 
2. No ________ _ 
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65. Do you think it natural to call £or help from your members 
of family when you are in pain? 
1. Yea_________ 2. No ________ _ 3. Uncertain. __________________ __ 
66. Do you think it natural to expect ayapathy from your 
members of the family when you are in pain? 
1. Yea 3. Unc_e_r~t~a-i'!-n _____ _ 
2. No ________ _ 
67. When you are in paint do you prefer to be lett alone or to 
be cared tor by others? 
1. Ye•-~~------ 2. No ________ _ 3• Uncertain._ ________________ __ 
Please explain._ ______________________________ ___ 
68. Do you think that eaotioaal expreaaioas are helpful for the 
relie~ ot pain experience? 
1. Yes 3. Unc_e_r""'!t~a-i~n------
2. No ________ _ 
Pleaae explain•------------------------------------
69. Does the relief fro• pain give you security? 
1. Yea 3. Unc_e_r~t-a-i~.------
2. No ________________ __ 
70. When in pain, which causes you more discomfort? 
1. Physical etfecta of pain experience. 
2. Worry or anxiety. 
3. Uncertain. 
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71. Do you expect your children to be hurt in sports and ga•ea? 
1. Yea 3. Unc_e_r_t_a_i'!""n _____ _ 
2. No _______ _ 
72. Vben your children are injured as a result o£ play, do 
you show attitudes o£ worry or concern? 
1. Yea. _________ 2. No ________ _ 
'· Uncertain. __________________ _ 
73. Should this occur, would you conaele the• by giving any 
Yerbal expression o£ e•otion such as ttpoor child"? 
1. Tea._'""!""''-'!"' ______ 2. ••---------3• Uncertain. _________ _ 
74. Ia the aa•e case, do you ati•ulate their ability to resist 
pain, telling the• to act arown up? 
1. Y••·-'""!""''-'!""------ 2. No ________ _ 3. Uncertain. __________________ _ 
75• Do you expect your children to come to you crying and 
coaplaiaing o£ pain? 
1. Tea._________ 2. ••---------
'· Uncertain ._---------
76. What type o£ behavior do you expect Cro• your children iC 
they are in pain? 
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